RESOLUTION NO. 2019-0181
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
May 21, 2019
Adopting Findings of Fact and Approving the Greenbriar Phase 2
Tentative Master Parcel Map and Tentative Subdivsion Map (P18-050)
(APNs: 201-0300-049, -079, -080, -081, -083, -085, -087, -156)
BACKGROUND
A.

On April 11, 2019, the City Planning and Design Commission conducted a public hearing
on and forwarded to the City Council a recommendation to approve with conditions the
Greenbriar Phase 2 Project (P18-050), which includes the proposed Tentative Master
Parcel Map and Tentative Subdivision Map.

B.

On May 21, 2019, the City Council conducted a public hearing, for which notice was given
pursuant Sacramento City Code Section 17.812.010 (2)(b), the City Council conducted a
public hearing on the Project.

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Based on the verbal and documentary evidence received at the hearing on the
Greenbriar Phase 2 Project, the City Council approves the project based on the
findings of fact and subject to the conditions of approval as set forth below.

Section 2.

The City Council approves the following Project entitlements based on the
findings of fact:
A.

The Tentative Master Parcel Map to subdivide ±268 gross acres into
32 master parcels with Site Plan and Design Review deviations to
minimum lot size requirements is approved based on the following
findings:
1.

None of the conditions described in Government Code section
66474 exist with respect to the proposed subdivision as follows:
a.
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The proposed map is consistent with the General Plan, all
applicable community and specific plans, Title 17 of the
City Code, and all other applicable provisions of the City
Code. There are no applicable community and specific
plans for this site;
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2.

Resolution 2019-0181

b.

The design and improvement of the proposed subdivision
is consistent with the General Plan, all applicable
community and specific plans, Title 17 of the City Code,
and all other applicable provisions of the City Code.
There are no applicable community and specific plans
for this site;

c.

The site is physically suitable for the type of development in
that it will be able to accommodate the residential densities
depicted on the plans.

d.

The site is physically suitable for the proposed density of
development in that it is consistent with the density ranges
prescribed by the General Plan land use designations;

e.

The design of the subdivision and the proposed
improvements are not likely to cause substantial
environmental damage or substantially and avoidably
injure fish or wildlife or their habitat in that the project
complies with all mitigation imposed by the
Environmental Impact Report;

f.

The design of the subdivision and the type of
improvements are not likely to cause serious public health
problems in that they comply with city standards and where
requested deviations have been reviewed by City staff to
ensure safety and functionality is not compromised;

g.

The design of the subdivision and the type of
improvements will not conflict with easements,
acquired by the public at large, for access through
or use of, property within the proposed subdivision.

The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its
design and improvement, is consistent with the intent of the
General Plan, all applicable community and specific plans, Title
17 of the City Code, and all other applicable provisions of the City
Code (Gov. Code §66473.5), in that the tentative master parcel
map provides for: a complete and well-structured neighborhood,
whose physical layout and land use mix promote walking to
services, biking, and transit use; and a complete and wellstructured neighborhood, with a mix of uses and is consistent
with existing master planned developments in the surrounding
North Natomas area, while still promoting diversity in housing
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types and densities. No specific plans currently govern this site.

B.

3.

The discharge of waste from the proposed subdivision into the
existing community sewer system will not result in a violation of
the applicable waste discharge requirements prescribed by the
California Regional Water Quality Board, Central Valley
Region, in that existing treatment plants have a design capacity
adequate to service the proposed subdivision (Gov. Code
§66474.6).

4.

The design of the proposed subdivision provides, to the extent
feasible, for future passive or natural heating and cooling
opportunities (Gov. Code §66473.1).

5.

The City has considered the effect of the approval of this tentative
master parcel map on the housing needs of the region and has
balanced these needs against the public service needs of its
residents and available fiscal and environmental resources (Gov.
Code §66412.3).

The Site Plan and Design Review with deviations for the proposed
Master Parcel Map is approved based on the following findings:
1.

The design, layout, and physical characteristics of the proposed
development are consistent with the proposed general plan and
any applicable specific plan or transit village plan, in that it
provides for a complete and well-structured neighborhood, with a
mix of uses; is consistent with existing master planned
developments in the surrounding North Natomas area, while still
promoting diversity in housing types and densities; provides
transit-oriented development and encourages walking and biking;
and protects and enhances existing and proposed open space.

2.

The design, layout, and physical characteristics of the proposed
development are consistent with the purpose and intent of the
applicable design guidelines and development standards, in that all
the proposed master parcels comply with the city’s minimum lot size of
5-acres for medium to high residential densities. Parcel 23 requires a
deviation because it is proposed at 4.1 acres. This deviation is
consistent with the purpose and intent of the Planning and
Development Code because the parcel will not be further subdivided
as the accompanying Tentative Subdivision Map does not reduce total
gross acreage for this parcel and the parcel is designated for multifamily development that can accommodate a density range of 12-36
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dwelling units per net acre, consistent with the parcels General Plan
designation. Lastly, this parcel will be served by the necessary public
and private infrastructure to ensure adequate vehicular access and
utility services are provided.
3.

All streets and other public access ways and facilities, parking
facilities, and utility infrastructure are adequate to serve the
proposed development and comply with all applicable design
guidelines and development standards, in that the project has
been analyzed by City departments and it is determined that as
proposed and conditioned, all streets and other public access
ways and facilities, parking facilities, and utility infrastructure will
be adequate to serve the proposed development and comply with
all applicable design guidelines and development standards.

4.

The design, layout, and physical characteristics of the proposed
development are visually and functionally compatible with the
surrounding neighborhood, in that
the proposed development is compatible with the surrounding
neighborhood in that the project will provide a variety of singleunit dwellings, multi-unit dwellings, a n d commercial sites that
are compatible in size and height to the other existing
developments in the North Natomas area.

5.

The design, layout, and physical characteristics of the proposed
development ensure energy consumption is minimized and use
of renewable energy sources is encouraged, in that staff
recommends that the project, to the extent possible, incorporate
green building methods in the construction of the proposed
structures and utilize abundant shade trees to help natural cooling
of impervious surfaces.

6.

The design, layout, and physical characteristics of the proposed
development are not detrimental to the public health, safety,
convenience, or welfare of persons residing, working, visiting, or
recreating in the surrounding neighborhood and will not result in
the creation of a nuisance, in that the proposal provides a variety
of residential products and density to accommodate a diversity of
home buyers and varying markets. Furthermore, the proposed
development has been designed to be compatible with the uses
surrounding the property by providing separation in the form of
landscaped buffers/corridors between freeways and farmland.
Lastly, the proposal will provide additional residential and
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commercial uses to the neighborhood, while supporting the future
light rail station and providing additional bicycle, pedestrian, and
vehicular connections through the area.
C.

The Tentative Subdivision Map to subdivide ±268 gross acres into
1,073 parcels with Tentative Map Design Deviations to local roadway
standards is approved based on the following findings:
1.

Resolution 2019-0181

None of the conditions described in Government Code section
66474 exist with respect to the proposed subdivision as follows:
a.

The proposed map is consistent with the General Plan, all
applicable community and specific plans, Title 17 of the
City Code, and all other applicable provisions of the City
Code. There are no applicable community and specific
plans for this site;

b.

The design and improvement of the proposed subdivision
is consistent with the General Plan, all applicable
community and specific plans, Title 17 of the City Code,
and all other applicable provisions of the City Code.
There are no applicable community and specific plans
for this site;

c.

The site is physically suitable for the type of development in
that it will be able to accommodate the residential densities
depicted on the plans.

d.

The site is physically suitable for the proposed density of
development in that it is consistent with the density ranges
prescribed by the General Plan land use designations;

e.

The design of the subdivision and the proposed
improvements are not likely to cause substantial
environmental damage or substantially and avoidably
injure fish or wildlife or their habitat in that the project
complies with all mitigation imposed by the
Environmental Impact Report;

f.

The design of the subdivision and the type of
improvements are not likely to cause serious public health
problems in that they comply with city standards and where
requested deviations have been reviewed by City staff to
ensure safety and functionality is not compromised;
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g.

D.

The design of the subdivision and the type of
improvements will not conflict with easements,
acquired by the public at large, for access through
or use of, property within the proposed subdivision.

2.

The proposed subdivision, together with the provisions for its
design and improvement, is consistent with the intent of the
General Plan, all applicable community and specific plans, Title
17 of the City Code, and all other applicable provisions of the City
Code (Gov. Code §66473.5), in that the tentative master parcel
map provides for: a complete and well-structured neighborhood,
whose physical layout and land use mix promote walking to
services, biking, and transit use; and a complete and wellstructured neighborhood, with a mix of uses and is consistent
with existing master planned developments in the surrounding
North Natomas area, while still promoting diversity in housing
types and densities. No specific plans currently govern this site.

3.

The discharge of waste from the proposed subdivision into the
existing community sewer system will not result in a violation of
the applicable waste discharge requirements prescribed by the
California Regional Water Quality Board, Central Valley
Region, in that existing treatment plants have a design capacity
adequate to service the proposed subdivision (Gov. Code
§66474.6).

4.

The design of the proposed subdivision provides, to the extent
feasible, for future passive or natural heating and cooling
opportunities (Gov. Code §66473.1).

5.

The City has considered the effect of the approval of this tentative
master parcel map on the housing needs of the region and has
balanced these needs against the public service needs of its
residents and available fiscal and environmental resources (Gov.
Code §66412.3).

The Tentative Map Design Deviations for the proposed Tentative
Subdivision Map is approved based on the following findings:
1.

Resolution 2019-0181

The property to be divided is of such size or shape, or is affected
by such topographic conditions, or that there are special
circumstances or conditions affecting the property that it is
impossible, impractical, or undesirable in this particular case to
May 21, 2019
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conform to the strict application of these regulations. The existing
conditions surrounding the project site make it undesirable in this
case to conform to the strict application of these regulations and
provide for the development of a master planned community that
complies with the majority of the tentative map design standards
and General Plan policies (providing a grid network, efficiency
through density, alley access, parking and service access and
design, transit-oriented development, walkable blocks, direct
access to stations, and emergency access);
2.

The cost to the subdivider of strict or literal compliance with the
regulation is not the sole reason for granting the deviations, in
that the proposed non-standard street sections are not proposed
to cost less to construct than a standard street section, and the
requested deviations will allow for a wider variety of single-unit
residential densities and product types.

3.

The deviations will not be detrimental to the public health, safety,
or welfare or be injurious to other properties in the vicinity, in that
the requested deviations will allow for the development of a wider
variety of single-unit dwelling residences, maximize eyes on the
street in the proposed neighborhoods, and the deviations will not
create hazardous conditions and will not compromise traffic
conditions.

4.

The granting of the deviations is in accord with the intent and
purposes of these regulations and is consistent with the general
plan and with all other applicable specific plans of the city, in that
the requested design deviations allow for the development of a
master planned development that complies with the majority of
the tentative map design standards and General Plan policies
(providing a grid network, efficiency through density, alley access,
parking and service access and design, transit-oriented
development, walkable blocks, direct access to stations, and
emergency access).

E.

The 200-Year Flood Protection:
1.

Resolution 2019-0181

The project site is within an area for which the local flood
management agency has made adequate progress (as defined in
California Government Code section 65007) on the construction of a
flood protection system that will result in flood protection equal to or
greater than the urban level of flood protection in urban areas for
May 21, 2019
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property located within a flood hazard zone, intended to be protected
by the system, as demonstrated by the SAFCA Urban level of flood
protection plan, adequate progress baseline report, and adequate
progress toward an urban level of flood protection engineer’s report
accepted by City Council Resolution No. 2016-0226 on June 21, 2016
and the SAFCA 2018 Adequate Progress Annual Report accepted by
City Council Resolution No. 2018-0445 on November 20, 2018.
Conditions of Approval
A.

The Tentative Master Parcel Map to subdivide ±268 gross acres into 32 master
parcels with Site Plan and Design Review deviations to minimum lot size
requirements is approved based on the following conditions of approval:
NOTE: These conditions shall supersede any contradictory information shown
on the Tentative Master Parcel Map or any contradictory provisions in the PUD
guidelines approved for this project (P11-093 and P18-050). The design of any
improvement not covered by these conditions or the PUD Guidelines shall be
to City standard.
The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions prior to filing the Final
Map unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated in these conditions.
Any condition requiring an improvement that has already been designed and
secured under a City Approved improvement agreement may be considered satisfied
at the discretion of the Department of Public Works.
GENERAL: All Projects
A1.

In accordance with City Code Section 16.24.090(c)(1), approval of this map by
the Planning Commission is contingent upon approval by the City Council of all
required Plan Amendments (if any), Zoning changes, and the Development
Agreement. The Final Map may not be recorded unless and until such time as
the City Council approves such required Plan Amendments (if any), Zoning
changes, and the Development Agreement.

A2.

The applicant shall create and participate in the Greenbriar Financing Plan
adopted for this project and shall execute any and all agreements which may be
required in order to implement this condition.

A3.

Execute a Development Agreement to the satisfaction of the City of Sacramento
and comply with and meet all the requirements of the Agreement.

A4.

Comply with the Greenbriar Development Guidelines and the PUD guidelines
approved for this project (P11-093 and P18-050) to the satisfaction of the
Planning Director and the Department of Public Works.
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A5.

Comply with requirements included in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan developed
by, and kept on file in, the Planning Division Office (P05-069, P11-093 and P18050).

A6.

Pay off existing assessments or file the necessary segregation requests and fees
to segregate existing assessments, in accordance with the Development
Agreement.

A7.

Title to any property required to be dedicated to the City in fee shall be conveyed
free and clear of all rights, restrictions, easements, impediments, encumbrances,
liens, taxes, assessments or other security interests of any kind (hereafter
collectively referred to as "Encumbrances"), except as provided herein. The
applicant shall take all actions necessary to remove any and all Encumbrances
prior to approval of the Final Map and acceptance of the dedication by City,
except that the applicant shall not be required to remove Encumbrances of
record, including but not limited to easements or rights-of-way for public roads or
public utilities, which, in the sole and exclusive judgment of the City, cannot be
removed and/or would not interfere with the City's future use of the property. The
applicant shall provide title insurance with the City as the named beneficiary
assuring the conveyance of such title to City.

A8.

Place the following note prominently on the master parcel map:
"THIS MASTER PARCEL MAP DOES NOT AUTHORIZE CONSTRUCTION OF
ANY IMPROVEMENT ON THE LAND SUBJECT TO THE MAP; PRIOR TO
ANY IMPROVEMENT OR CONSTRUCTION, ALL REQUIRED LAND USE
ENTITLEMENTS, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO A CONDITIONAL USE
PERMIT, MUST BE APPLIED FOR AND APPROVED, AND ALL APPLICABLE
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL MUST BE SATISFIED"

A9.

Show all existing and proposed/required easements on the Final Map.

A10. Multiple Final Maps may be recorded. Prior to recordation of any Final Map all
infrastructure/improvements necessary for the respective Final Map shall be
addressed to the satisfaction of the Department of Utilities and the Department of
Public Works.
Department of Public Works: Streets (Anis Ghobril, 808-5367)
A11. Submit a Geotechnical Analysis prepared by a registered engineer to be used in
street design. The analysis shall identify and recommend solutions for
groundwater related problems, which may occur within both the subdivision lots
and public right-of-way. The design and construction of public improvements
shall include appropriate facilities to alleviate those problems. As a result of the
analysis street sections shall be designed to provide for stabilized subgrades and
pavement sections under high groundwater conditions.
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A12. Multiple access points will be required for all phases of the Final Parcel Map to
the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. Dead end streets must be
less than 500' in length and must include a turn-around approved by the
Department of Public Works and Fire Department.
A13. Provide additional right-of-way for expanded intersections at intersections to be
signalized and other locations specified by the Department of Public Works.
A14. Streets shall be dedicated upon filing of each phase of the Master Parcel Map.
Provide an Irrevocable Offer of Dedication (I.O.D.) Meister way consistent with
the Cross sections shown on the approved Tentative Parcel Map to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
A15. Dedicate an I.O.D. for Meister way as a 4-lane arterial roadway per the section
shown on the approved Tentative Master Parcel Map. Meister way has several
cross sections transitioning from a two-lane bridge overcrossing to a 4-lane
roadway as shown on the approved Tentative Map. Expanded intersections are
required at signalized intersections. The applicant shall design the appropriate
roadway transitions to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. The
construction of Meister Way and the overcrossing is triggered at 65% of project
buildout based on total project trips as stated in the traffic analysis, the
Development Agreement and the approved Greenbriar EIR.
NOTE: The applicant is advised to submit the design and improvement plans for
Meister Way to the City prior to reaching 50% of project buildout based on total
project trips development to ensure approval of plans in a timely manner as to
not delay any further development of the project. For more details on the
construction timing of Meister Way, refer to the Development Agreement.
A16. Dedicate slope easements and the right-of-way necessary, for the Meister way
overcrossing to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. The
appropriate slope easements shall be determined prior to recordation of the Final
Map. The overcrossing shall line up with the street on the west side of Hwy-99, to
the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. If a retaining wall is used in
the construction of this overcrossing, then an engineering design for the retaining
wall shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
A17. The applicant shall dedicate an I.O.D. for all proposed streets per the cross
sections shown on the approved Tentative Master Parcel Map to the satisfaction
of the Department of Public Works.
A18. The applicant shall dedicate an I.O.D. for the bike trail along the buffer area as
shown on the Tentative Master Parcel Map. The bike trail shall be a minimum of
12-feet paved surface with 2-feet of shoulders on either side. If the trail is used
as a joint facility for maintenance vehicles, then the design of such trail and
materials shall be to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. Access
to the trail from the subdivision shall be determined with each phased map to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. Trail access shall be controlled to
only allow pedestrians and bicyclists to enter and occasional maintenance
Resolution 2019-0181
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vehicles. Access controls shall be determined by the City and could include gates
or bollards to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. Locations for
maintenance vehicles access shall be determined with each phased map to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
A19. All right-of-way and street improvement transitions that result from changing the
right-of-way of any street shall be located, designed and constructed to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. The center lines of such streets
shall be aligned;
A20. The design and placement of walls, fences, signs and Landscaping near
intersections and driveways shall allow stopping sight distance per Caltrans
standards and comply with City Code Section 12.28.010 (25' sight triangle).
Walls shall be set back 3' behind the sight line needed for stopping sight distance
to allow sufficient room for pilasters. Landscaping in the area required for
adequate stopping sight distance shall be limited to 3.5' in height. The area of
exclusion shall be determined by the Department of Public Works;
A21.
Developer is required to install permanent street signs to the satisfaction of the
Public Works Department.
A22. All proposed elbows shall be dedicated and constructed to City standards to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
A23. All street centerline radii shall conform to City standards and to the satisfaction of
the Department of Public Works.
A24. Construct traffic signals at the following intersections when required by the
Department of Public Works (if not already in place):
a.
Meister Way and Street 1 (West)
b.
Meister Way and Street 1 (East)
c.
Meister Way and Street 34
d.
Southbound Hwy 99 off-ramp
NOTE: Signals shall be constructed as part of the public improvements required
for the project. Signal design and construction shall be to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works. The applicant shall provide all on-site easements
and right-of-way needed for turn lanes, signal facilities and related
appurtenances. The applicant shall install CCTV cameras and all necessary
appurtenances if deemed necessary by and to the satisfaction of the Department
of Public Works.
A25. The applicant shall submit a Traffic Signal Design Concept Report (TSCDR) per
section 15.10 of the City’s Design and Procedures Manual to the Department of
Public Works for review and approval prior to the submittal of any improvement
plans involving traffic signal work. The TSCDR provides crucial geometric
information for signal design which may lead to additional right-of-way dedication
and should be started as early as possible to avoid delays during the plan check
process.
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A26. Landscape Maintenance District: Provide an Irrevocable Offer to Dedicate
(IOD) to the City for those areas identified on the Tentative Master Parcel Map as
Open Space areas (Parcels Number 9, 30 and 32) including all necessary
easements as required for such areas to be publicly maintained. The intent of the
IOD is to transfer ownership of these areas should the Homeowners Association
become insolvent, provided that the “lakewalk” feature contemplated within
Parcels 2, 7 and 8 will be primarily maintained by the HOA regardless. Create or
annex the project area to the appropriate Landscape Maintenance District, form
an endowment, or provide another financing mechanism acceptable to the City
prior to recordation of the final map. Design and construct landscaping, irrigation
and masonry walls (or wood fences) in dedicated easements or right of way,
consistent with the PUD Design Guidelines and to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works (PW). Acceptance of the required landscaping,
irrigation and walls or fences by the City into the Landscape Maintenance District
shall be coordinated with the Department of Finance (Public Improvement
Financing) and PW. The Developer shall maintain the landscaping, irrigation and
walls through the HOA or another financing mechanism acceptable to the City.
A27. The applicant shall make provisions for bus stops, shelters, etc. to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works in consultation with Regional
Transit.
A28. The applicant shall dedicate required bus turn-outs for all bus stops adjacent to
the subject site to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
A29. Prior to submittal of improvement plans for any phase of this project, the
developer’s design consultant(s) shall participate in a pre-design conference with
City staff. The purpose of this conference is to allow City staff and the design
consultants to exchange information on project design requirements and to
coordinate the improvement plan review process. Contact the Department of
Public Works, Development Services Section Plan Check Engineer at 264-7493
to schedule the conference. It is strongly recommended that the conference be
held as early in the design process as possible.
A30. The applicant shall provide for 8-foot wide sidewalks along the following roadway
segments:
a.

Street 34 shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks on both sides of the street from
the Meister Way intersection to the north round corners of Street 31.

b.

Street 1 (West) shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks along the west side from
the Meister Way intersection to the north round corner of street 26; and
shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks along the east side from the Meister Way
intersection to the north round corner of Court 25.

c.

Street 1 (East) shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks along the west side from the
Meister way intersection to street 15; and shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks
on the east side from the Meister way intersection to the northern round
corner of street 16.
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PUBLIC WORKS: Abandonment (Recorded on Map)
A31. Obtain and comply with abandonment clearance letters for the abandonments on
the Final Map. Letters shall be provided to the Department of Public Works.
Refer to SMUD clearance letters, Reclamation District 1000, and Natomas
Mutual Water Company conditions for abandonments.
PRIVATE/PUBLIC UTILITIES: (John Yu, SMUD, 916-732-6321)
A32. Owner /Developer will coordinate with SMUD for the dedication of additional
dedicated SMUD easements if needed.
A33. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate a 12.5-foot public utility easement for
overhead and/or underground facilities and appurtenances adjacent to all public
street rights-of-ways with the exception of the South side of Meister Way.
Note that a PUE is included on Section D at the LTC, Wildlife Corridor as shown
on the Tentative Map.
A34. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate any private drive, ingress and egress
easement, (and 10feet adjacent thereto) as a public utility easement for
(overhead and) underground facilities and appurtenances. All access roads shall
meet minimum SMUD requirements for access roads.
A35. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate 10 feet of Parcel 3 along the length of the
east or west property line as a public utility easement for underground facilities
and appurtenances. This is to access the Lift Station on Parcel 10..
A36. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate one 12.5 foot SMUD easements crossing
Lot U for future 12 kV underground facilities from Street 23 (across from lot 8/9)
south to Hwy I-5. This SMUD easement which will cross RD1000 easements will
be prepared in consultation with RD1000. Coordination with RD1000 will be
the responsibility of SMUD.
A37. The Owner/Developer shall disclose existing or proposed 69 kV electrical
facilities to future and/or potential owners.
A38. SMUD plans to locate 69 kV overhead pole line facilities within the Open Space
Corridor adjacent to SR 99 and I-5. The Owner / Developer shall dedicate to
SMUD a 25-foot-wide easement as generally shown on the Tentative Map on or
prior to the recordation of the first Final Map for the Project. This easement may
be located within or across existing Reclamation District 1000 (RD 1000) and
Natomas Central Mutual Water Company easements subject to the satisfaction
of RD 1000 and the Natomas Central Mutual Water Company, as long as SMUD
determines and approves (after reviewing existing easement documents and
revised drawings showing the location of existing facilities) there are no resulting
constraints on the use of the 25-foot-wide easement.
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A39. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate to the satisfaction of SMUD a 25-foot wide
easement from the westerly limit of the Open Space Corridor to the easterly limit
of the project to meet the existing SMUD easement acquired from Caltrans. If
said easement is within the project the Owner/Developer shall provide any
necessary ESA and CESA coverage, including but not limited to mitigation for
impacts to listed species in particular Giant Garter Snake affected by installation
of SMUD’s infrastructure within the project boundary.
A40. The Owner / Developer shall dedicate a joint use easement (or a series of
overlapping easements) to SMUD, Reclamation District 1000, Natomas Central
Mutual Water Company and the City of Sacramento for a maintenance access
road and bike trail. Costs for the construction and maintenance of the joint use
access road and bike trail shall not be the obligation of SMUD unless another
arrangement is made between Owner / Developer and SMUD. The access road /
bike trail shall consist of a 12-foot wide paved section with 3-foot aggregate base
or decomposed granite shoulders each side and shall meander within the Open
Space Buffer Area. Once the improvement plans are submitted to the City of
Sacramento and joint trench design is coordinated with SMUD, the dimensions
required for the access road and bike trail can be finalized, with SMUD’s
concurrence. The access road / bike trail shall be designed to accommodate
vehicle loading (26,000 pound SMUD service vehicle in all weather) and include
turnaround facilities for the affected entities.
A41. SMUD reserves the right to use any portion of its easements on or adjacent to
the subject property that it reasonably needs and shall not be responsible for any
damages to the developed property within said easement that unreasonably
interferes with those needs.
A42. The Owner / Developer shall disclose existing or proposed 69 kV electrical
facilities to future and/or potential owners.
A43. The Owner / Developer shall identify SMUD's 69kV line easement as a
"Restricted Building and Use Area" on the subject map.
A44. For all areas other than the easement identified in the SMUD conditions listed
above, the Owner /Developer shall provide any necessary ESA and CESA
coverage, including but not limited to mitigation, for impacts to listed species—in
particular Giant Garter Snake—affected by installation of SMUD’s infrastructure
within the project boundary.
A45. The Owner/Developer shall plan and coordinate with SMUD in regards to the
Meister Road overcrossing. The overcrossing design shall incorporate a conduit
system for SMUD electrical infrastructure. The conduit system will consist of 3each 6” conduits
PRIVATE/PUBLIC UTILITIES: (Regional San, Robb Armstrong, 876-6104)
A46. A sewer master plan for the proposed project will be required to be submitted
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to Regional San for review and approval as a condition of approval to the
requested entitlements.
A47. Developing this property will require the payment of Regional San sewer impact
fees (connection fees). Regional San sewer impact fees are to be paid prior to
the issuance of building permits. For questions pertaining to Regional San
sewer impact fees, please contact the Sewer Fee Quote Desk at (916) 8766100.
PRIVATE/PUBLIC UTILITIES:
(Sacramento Area Sewer District, Yadira Lewis, 876-6336)
A48. Prior to the SUBMITTAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: Records show an
approved level 3 sewer study for the above project area. Any proposed variations
will require an addendum to the study. SASD shall require an addendum to the
approved sewer study prior to recordation of the Final Map or submittal of
improvement plans for plan check to SASD, whichever comes first.
A49. Prior to the APPROVAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: To obtain sewer service,
construction of SASD sewer infrastructure will be required. Any construction
and/or modification to the public sewer system shall be required to the
satisfaction of SASD. SASD Design Standards apply to any sewer construction
and/or modification. Field modifications to new or existing precast manhole bases
are not allowed.
A50. Prior to the APPROVAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: SASD requires each
building on each lot with a sewage source to have a separate connection to the
SASD’s sewer system. If there is more than one building in any single parcel and
the parcel is not proposed for split, then each building on that parcel shall have a
separate connection to a private onsite sewer line or a separate connection to
the SASD public sewer line.
A51. Prior to the APPROVAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: Sewer easements may be
required to service this parcel. All public sewer easements will be dedicated to
SASD in a form approved by the District Engineer. All public sewer easements
will be at least 20 feet in width and requires continuous access for installation
and maintenance. SASD will only provide maintenance in public right-of-ways
and SASD dedicated sewer easements.
A52. Prior to the ISSUANCE OF A BUILDING PERMIT: SASD and the Sacramento
Regional County Sanitation District will require the payment of sewer impact fees
in accordance with the District’s Ordinance. Fees are to be paid prior to the
issuance of building permits. The applicant should contact Permit Services Unit
at (916) 876-6100 for sewer impact fee information.
CITY UTILITIES: (Lorenzo Hernandez, 808-4939)
A53. A financing mechanism approved in writing by the City must be formed for the
purpose of constructing all common wet facilities and detention and water quality
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basins within the project area and any additional facilities required to
accommodate development of the subject area in accordance with the approved
master plans for the project area. For this purpose, "financing mechanism"
includes but is not limited to a fully executed agreement approved as to form by
the City Attorney, which provides for funding and construction of the said
facilities, and which provides for posting or depositing with the City of
unconditional security for performance of the landowner's obligations, which
security is adequate in the sole and exclusive discretion of the City, and which is
in a form acceptable to the City Attorney.
A54. The applicant and/or any successor shall fully participate in any financing
mechanism, including but not limited to assessment districts, or community
facilities districts formed for the purpose of financing the facilities specified
above. For this purpose, "fully participate" requires that the applicant and/or
successor shall, notwithstanding the provisions of Articles XIIIC and/or XIIID of
the California Constitution, or any other applicable federal or state law, rule of
regulation, waive and relinquish any right to protest or vote against the formation
of the mechanism and/or the levy of any assessment or tax pursuant thereto;
actively participate in a positive manner in the proceedings for formation of the
mechanism and/or the levy of any assessment or tax pursuant thereto; and pay
all taxes, assessments and/or fees levied pursuant thereto.
A55. Dedicate all necessary easements, IOD easement, right-of-way, fee title
property, or IOD in fee title property on the final map as required to implement
the approved drainage and water studies. Easements shall be dedicated for offsite water and storm drain main extensions as necessary.
A56. Execute an agreement with the City for the construction of common drainage
facilities serving Greenbriar per the approved drainage master plans. The
agreement shall be to the satisfaction of the Department of Utilities (DOU) and
the City Attorney. Common drainage facilities shall include, but are not limited to,
storm drain pipes serving all master parcels, detention and water quality basins,
inlet and outlet structures and its associated appurtenances.
A57. Execute and deliver to the City, in recordable form, an IOD to the City in fee title
Lots 2, 7 and 8 for a water quality and flood control basin (lake). The DOU in its
sole discretion shall establish the exact location and dimensions of the Parcels.
If the exact location and dimensions of the Lake Lots differ from the tentative
master parcel map, the location and dimensions shall be revised on the final map
in accordance to the DOU determinations. An easement shall be dedicated to
the HOA for maintenance and access.
A58. The applicant shall grant and reserve easements as needed, for water and
drainage, and for surface storm drainage, at or before the time of sale or other
conveyance of any parcel or lot. A note stating the following shall be placed on
the Final Map: “Private reciprocal easements for ingress/egress, parking, utilities,
drainage and water and surface storm drainage shall be granted and reserved,
as necessary at no cost, at the time of sale or conveyance of any parcel shown in
this map.”
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A59. A water master plan for this entire project must be completed by the applicant
and approved by the DOU. This study shall determine if the existing water
distribution system infrastructure is adequate to supply domestic and fire flow
demands resulting from the development of this project. (Note: The Water
Master Plan Dated November 2012 has been accepted by the DOU. Any new
revisions shall require an update to the existing Water Master Plan and shall be
reviewed and accepted by the DOU.).
A60. Prior to vertical construction within the Master Parcels, the water transmission
main shall be constructed as specified in the Developer’s approved Water Master
Plan. Subject to approval by the DOU, the construction of these T-mains can be
constructed in phases. The design and construction of the water transmission
mains shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU and the California Department of
Transportation. The cost for the construction of water transmission mains will be
reimbursed through water fee credits. The developer shall enter into an
agreement with the City of Sacramento regarding the reimbursement of the water
fee credits. The applicant shall retain easements at no cost to the City for all
public facilities crossing properties not owned by the City or the developer.
A61. Applicant shall complete a drainage master plan for the entire development of
Greenbriar to the satisfaction of the DOU. The drainage master plan shall
include freeway drainage and all existing offsite drainage that currently flows to
this project site. The 10-year and 100-year hydraulic grade lines (HGL’s) shall be
calculated using the City’s Storm Water Management Model (XPSWMM). The
drainage study shall include a basin/lake that is designed and constructed for
flood control and water quality treatment. The flood control volume shall be
established using the 100 year – 10 day storm and the 100 year -24 hour storm.
Contact the DOU for the design criteria. R.D. 1000 shall approve in writing the
out-flow rate from the basin/lake (the out-flow rate allowed for other North
Natomas developments has been 0.1 cfs/acre). Sufficient off-site and on-site
spot elevations shall be provided in the drainage study to determine the direction
of storm drain runoff. The drainage study shall include an overland flow release
map for the proposed project. Street and gutter flow line elevations shall be
designed so that runoff from the development overland release to the basin/lake.
Subject to the approval of the DOU, the construction of the common drainage
facilities may be constructed in phases. If requested by DOU, the phasing plan
shall be included in the drainage master plan and shall be reviewed and
accepted by the DOU.
A62. Prior to vertical construction, the applicant shall construct the detention and water
quality basins (lake) and the inlet and outlet structures and its appurtenances per
the approved Drainage Master Plan and shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
Applicant shall submit a separate set of improvement plans for the detention and
water quality basins. Prior to design, the applicant shall meet with the Drainage
CIP and Water Quality Section within DOU to discuss the design standards. The
detention and water quality basins (lake) and the inlet and outlet structures and
its appurtenances may be phased to the satisfaction of DOU.
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A63. The Detention and Water Quality Basins shall be designed in accordance with
chapter 6 of the “Stormwater Quality Design Manual for the Sacramento and
South Placer Regions (July 2018).” Standard detention basin landscaping
includes hydroseeding the sides of the basin with no irrigation. If the landscaping
for Lots 2W, 7W and 8W (and other lands associated with the detention basins)
is above and beyond the standard, an HOA or other legal entity acceptable to the
DOU is responsible for the maintenance of the landscaping and irrigation of the
basin and payment of the basin water bills. The design and construction of the
landscaping for the basins shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
A64. The applicant shall dedicate to the City at no cost, a drainage easement for
access and maintenance of the drainage pipes and its appurtenances on Lot 32.
The location of the easement shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
A65. The HOA shall be responsible for maintaining the landscaping, irrigation, lake
water pump station, aesthetics of the lake, the 22-foot Landscape/Trail
Easement, 40 to 60-foot Light Rail Track/ Platform Easement (until acceptance of
the IOD by Regional Transit) and water quality aspect as mentioned in the lake
management plan for Lots 2, 7 and 8. The DOU shall be responsible for
maintaining the inlet and out structures and its appurtenances. The lake water
surface shall be maintained at an elevation determined solely by the DOU.
Cleanup after a storm event is the responsibility of the HOA and property owners.
The applicant shall execute a Lake Management Agreement with the City, which
delineates the maintenance responsibilities of the HOA. This agreement shall
address the operation and maintenance of flood control, water quality, and other
items directly related to the drainage system. It shall include a provision that
allows the DOU to perform maintenance and be reimbursed from the HOA (or
other entity) for such maintenance in the event the HOA fails to perform their
maintenance responsibilities adequately or the HOA become insolvent. The
agreement shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU and the City Attorney.
A66. Lots 2, 7 and 8 (or phased portions thereof) shall be annexed into the City of
Sacramento Neighborhood Water Quality District, which provides for the
maintenance of the landscaping, irrigation and water quality features as
mentioned in the lake management plan. The annexation shall be to the
satisfaction of the DOU and Special District. (Note: The District will provide
funding for the maintenance of the lake Parcels in the event the HOA become
insolvent.)
A67. The applicant shall dedicate an easement for the detention and water quality
outfall structure and its appurtenances located at the south-eastern section of the
proposed project site (within Lot 32 of the Greenbriar Master Parcel Map Phase
2). The easement dedication shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
A68. The applicant shall provide a drainage easement over the Landscape and Paseo
Lots (shall have a minimum width of 30-feet) as indicated by the DOU for
personnel and vehicular access and for the maintenance and repair of the
drainage inlet and outlet pipes, structures its appurtenances. A vehicular access
road (min. 12 feet wide) shall be provided to all inlet and outlet structures and
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shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU. Where access roads do not front a public
road, easements shall be provided to the satisfaction of the DOU. The HOA shall
be responsible for the maintenance of all landscape and paseo lots.
A69. Per City Code, the applicant may not develop the project in any way that
obstructs, impedes, or interferes with the natural flow of existing off-site drainage
that crosses the property. The project shall construct the required public and/or
private infrastructure to handle off-site runoff to the satisfaction of the DOU. If
private infrastructure is constructed to handle off-site runoff, the applicant shall
dedicate the required private easements and/or, at the discretion of the DOU, the
applicant shall enter into and record an Agreement for Maintenance of Drainage
with the City, in a form acceptable to the City Attorney.
A70. Obtain approval from RD 1000 and the Natomas Central Mutual Water Company
in writing for the abandonment and/or relocation of any existing canals. Provide a
copy of the written approvals to the DOU.
Natomas Mutual Water Company: (Brett Gray, 916-419-5936)
A71. All easements may be abandoned with the exception of the Easterly
approximately 25’ of our Canal easement adjacent to SR 99. This portion of the
easement includes a box culvert that runs under SR 99 to the Natomas Mutual
ditch on the west side of SR 99. The developer may also elect to keep a small
portion of the Natomas Easement directly south of Elkhorn Blvd in the event that
Natomas Mutual Water is to be used to supply make-up water to the proposed
lakes.
A72. Adjacent to, and / or within the remaining Southerly easement area, sufficient
land shall be provided for the construction of an agricultural well. The size of the
site required shall be approximately 30-feet by 50-feet. Access shall be provided.
The access shall be within the propose Open Space Corridor and may be shared
with SMUD, SASD and RD 1000 for maintenance of their facilities. The
easement area required may also overlap with RD 1000 and SMUD to the
satisfaction of Natomas Mutual, RD 1000 and SMUD.
A73. The developer shall enter into an agreement with Natomas Mutual Water
Company that defines the responsibilities, timing and phasing for well
development. This agreement, or evidence that an agreement has been reached
to the satisfaction of Natomas Mutual Water District shall be provided to the City
of Sacramento prior to recordation of the First Final Map for the project.
RECLAMATION DISTRICT 1000: (Kevin King, 916-922-1449)
A74. The easements over and in the vicinity of the existing Lone Tree Canal between
Elkhorn Blvd and Interstate 5 (I-5) to remain.
A75. Additional easement(s) that provide for re-grading the eastern slope bank,
access, and maintenance (including deposition of spoil materials) adjacent to
Lone Tree Canal shall be granted to RD 1000 by the property owner. These new
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easements together with the existing easements will create an approximate 90’
wide easement corridor directly east of the Greenbriar west property line and an
approximate 100’ wide easement corridor directly northeast of the southwest
property line. The additional easement area shall extend from Elkhorn Blvd south
to the existing Lone Tree Canal box culverts under Interstate – 5 (I-5).
A76. Additional Easement(s) for the existing ditch that lies directly north of I-5 shall be
granted from the I-5 box culverts east to the existing 30’ wide easement
terminus, to accommodate north slope regrading and where practical, access
and maintenance. It is anticipated that if required, the additional easement area
will not exceed 20’.
A77. Based on RD 1000’s understanding of the master plan drainage design for the
site, all or a part of the existing easements adjacent to State Route 99 (SR 99)
may be abandoned as well as any easements within the project between SR 99
and the Lone Tree Canal, except as noted above, provided the freeway drainage
can be accommodated by the project.
A78. RD 1000 has been informed that a 25’ wide easement is proposed to be granted
to Sacramento Municipal Utility District (SMUD) for placement of an overhead 69
Kv pole line that will be generally located along the east and south property lines
adjacent to SR 99 and I-5. RD 1000 is supportive of sharing the existing (and
proposed) easements with SMUD subject to specific operations and
maintenance conditions, all to the satisfaction of RD 1000.
PPDD: Parks (Dana Mahaffey, 808-2762)
A79. Park Dedication - IOD: Pursuant to Sacramento City Code Chapter 17.512
(Parkland Dedication) the applicant shall provide on City’s form an irrevocable
offer of dedication (IOD) of the park sites identified on the Tentative Master
Parcel Map as Parcels 1, 5 and 31 comprising 6.4 +/- net acres. At the time of
delivery of the IOD, the applicant shall:
a)

Provide to City a title report demonstrating that it holds full and clear title to
Parcels 1, 5 and 31, including all interests necessary for maintenance and
access;

b)

Provide a Phase 1 environmental site assessment of Parcels 28, 34 and
60;

c)

If the environmental site assessment identifies any physical conditions or
defects in Parcels 28, 34 and 60 that would interfere with its intended use
as a park, as determined by PPDS in its sole discretion, applicant shall
complete a supplemental assessment and remedy any such physical
condition or defect, to the satisfaction of PPDS; and

d)

Take all actions necessary to ensure that Parcels 28, 34 and 60 are free
and clear of any wetland mitigation, endangered or threatened animal or
plant species, sensitive habitat or other development restrictions. The
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applicant shall be solely responsible, and at its sole cost, for any required
mitigation costs or measures associated with Parcels 28, 34 and 60;
A80. Basis for Park Land Dedication: Using the 3.5/1000 standard, the parkland
dedication requirement is 12.47+ acres. This calculation is based upon a
maximum housing unit count of 1,390 units where 1,038 are single-family units
and 352 are multi-family units. Currently, the Tentative Master Parcel Map
includes three parks (Parcels 28, 34 and 60) comprising of 6.4 net acres, which
using the current (3.5/1000) standard would be under parked by 6.07 acres. This
deficit is partially offset by 2.0 acres in excess from Greenbriar Phase 1. The
remainder of the park land dedication is to be offset by planned private recreation
facilities under a Private Recreation Facilities Agreement Credit Agreement
instead of paying Quimby in-lieu fees;
A81. Private Recreational Facilities: City Code sections 17.512.90 through 100
address granting of private recreation facility credits. The city may grant credits
for privately owned and maintained open space or local recreation facilities, or
both, in planned developments as defined in Section 11003 of the Business and
Professions Code, condominiums as defined in Section 783 of the Civil Code and
other common interest developments. Such credit, if granted in acres, or
comparable in lieu fees, shall not exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the
dedication or fees, or both, otherwise required under this chapter and no more
than five percent per category of open space or recreational facilities described in
this Chapter under 17.512.90 . Should the applicant request City consideration of
private recreational facilities, a separate agreement must be approved by the City
Council prior to recordation of the first subdivision map for the project. Refer to
section 17.512.90 for a list of qualifying facilities. Open space covenants for
private park or recreational facilities shall be submitted to the city council prior to
approval of the final map or parcel map and shall be recorded
contemporaneously with the final map 17.512.100. Notwithstanding anything in
the contrary in this condition of approval, the city acknowledged and agreed to
certain private recreational facility credits in the approved Development
Agreement for the project.
A82. Improvements: The applicant shall construct the following public improvements
prior to and as a condition of City’s acceptance of the park/parkway site(s):
a)

Full street improvements for Parcels 1, 5 and 31 including but not limited
to curbs, gutters, accessible ramps, street paving, streetlights, and
sidewalks; and improved surface drainage through the site.

b)

A concrete sidewalk and vertical curb along all street frontages that open
onto Parcels 1, 5 and 31. The sidewalk shall be contiguous to the curb
(attached) for neighborhood parks and separated from the curb (detached)
for community and regional parks unless otherwise approved by PPDS.

c)

A six-foot tubular steel fence shall be provided as approved by the City
PPDS on property lines separating public park on parcel 5 from the
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elementary school on parcel 35; and separating public park on parcel 6
from the parking lot and lift stations on parcels 39 and 32; for the purpose
of separating the designated open space areas from adjacent nonresidential uses. City PPDS may agree to modify the wall/fence
requirements based on PPDS review of the proposed timing of
development of the adjacent parcels.
d)

A twelve inch (12") storm drain stub and six inch (6") sanitary sewer stub
to the back of the sidewalk at Parcels 1, 5 and 31 at a location approved
by PPDS for future service. Number of stubs and locations to be
approved by PPDS. Storm Drain and Sewer stubs are to be marked with
a 3' high, white 4" x 4" post indicating stub or service location.

e)

One water stub for irrigation, one water stub for domestic water, and
electrical and telephone service to Parcels 1, 5 and 31, size, quantity and
location as determined by PPDS. Water stubs and telephone and
electrical services shall be marked with a 3' high, white 4" x 4" post
indicating stub or service location.

f)

A ten-foot (10') wide driveway into Parcels 1, 5 and 31 at a location
approved by PPDS. The driveway is to provide future maintenance
access to the park.

g)

The Applicant shall rough grade Parcels 1, 5 and 31 as required by City
Code to provide positive drainage as approved by PPDS.

A83. Site Plan: The applicant shall submit a site plan and electronic file showing the
location of all utilities on the park/parkway sites to the PPDS for review and
approval.
A84. Design Coordination for PUE’s and Facilities: If a 12.5-foot public utility
easement (PUE) for underground facilities and appurtenances currently exists or
is required to be dedicated adjacent to a public street right-of- way contiguous
Parcels 1, 5, 31 or an existing park site, the applicant shall coordinate with PPDS
and SMUD regarding the location of appurtenances within the PUE to minimize
visual obstruction in relation to the park(s) and to best accommodate future park
improvements. The applicant shall facilitate a meeting(s) with SMUD and PPDS
prior to SMUD’s facilities coordinating meeting for the project.
A85. Turn Key Park Development: If the Applicant desires to construct a turnkey
park(s), the Applicant shall notify PPDS in writing no later than approval of the
final subdivision map for the project and shall enter into a City standard turn key
park construction agreement to construct the park improvements to the
satisfaction of the City’s PPDS. The park construction agreement shall address:
a)

The preparation and approval of the park design and improvement plans;

b)

Time for completion of the park (or of each phase of the park if the park is
not to be completed in one phase) as a function of build-out of the
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subdivision or issuance of occupancy permits;
c)

Any credits to be awarded to the applicant against the City’s Park
Development Impact Fee (PIF) that would be payable as a condition of
issuance of building permits for the dwelling units to be constructed in the
subdivision;

d)

Maintenance of all improvements to be accepted into the park
maintenance financing district for a minimum of one year and until a
minimum of 50% of the residential units to be served by the park have
received occupancy permits, unless the City agrees to accept park
maintenance into the District at an earlier date. The one-year
maintenance period shall begin following the issuance by the City of a
notice of completion for the improvements.

A86. Maintenance District: The Applicant shall initiate and complete the formation
of a parks maintenance district (assessment or Mello-Roos special tax district), or
annex the project into an existing parks maintenance district. The applicant shall
pay all city fees for formation of or annexation to a parks maintenance district.
(Contact Planning Department, Public Improvements Financing Division, Special
Districts Project Manager.) In assessment districts, the cost of neighborhood
park maintenance is equitably spread on the basis of special benefit. In special
tax districts, the cost of neighborhood park maintenance is spread based upon
the hearing report, which specifies the tax rate and method of apportionment.
A87. As per City Code, acreage within an existing or proposed drainage area,
easement, public right-of-way, or areas with 10% and greater slopes shall not
receive parkland dedication credit. Quimby parkland credit can be granted only to
“buildable acres”;
A88. The Applicant or the HOA shall be responsible for maintenance (weed
abatement) of all Lots conveyed as an IOD until the time that the City records
acceptance of the IOD.
A89. The Applicant shall consider ‘eyes on the parks / open spaces’ when planning
subsequent subdivisions adjacent to parks, open space parkways or off-street
trails by orienting building fronts onto these public spaces.
A90. If the Applicant opts to develop parks under a turn key agreement, the Applicant
will be required to follow the City standard procedures for approval of park site
Master Plans as well as naming of park facilities; Please note that PPDS has
landscape architects on staff that can design and develop parks within a
competitive timeframe and within budget.
A91. The Developer shall obtain from PPDS a Permit to Enter prior to use of any park
site as a construction staging area.
A92. The Applicant shall disclose the location of the planned parks and off-street trails
to all future / potential owners of parcels within the subdivision.
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FIRE Department: (King Tunson, 808-1358)
No Conditions
REGIONAL TRANSIT: (Traci Canfield, 916-556-0513)
A93. Provide a 40-foot wide Irrevocable Offer of Dedication (IOD) or other appropriate
mechanism along the south side of Meister Way between the east and west
boundaries for future light rail track right-of-way as shown on the Tentative
Master Parcel Map. The 40-foot wide IOD shall be expanded to 64-feet wide to
accommodate a Transit stop and platform across Parcels 2 and 3 totaling
approximately 650-feet in length. Interim uses within the right-of-way are to be
limited to temporary landscaping (no trees, signs, utilities, or other structures)
and subject to the review and approval of Regional Transit.
A94. Provide culverts connecting the lakes that will accommodate the future light rail
station, tracks, and required duct banks. Design subject to the review and
approval of Regional Transit.
A95. Locate the sewer lift station adjacent to the LRT station and/or tracks and not
within the dedicated IOD.
A96. Provide easements or right of way for bus turnouts bus stops, shelters, transit
centers to the satisfaction of Department of Public Works in consultation with
Regional Transit.
A97. Provide IOD for dedicated land or agreement for reserved parking spaces to
accommodate 50 RT park and ride spaces for light rail passengers.
ADVISORY NOTES:
The following advisory notes are informational in nature and are not a requirement of
this Tentative Master Parcel Map:
A98. Comply with Ch. 17.836 of the City Code regarding Master Parcel Map,
Ordinance No.95-013, Dated March 1995;
A99. It is contemplated that the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA may seek to enter
into a Public Improvement Maintenance and Reimbursement Agreement with the
City, whereby the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA would administer the
maintenance of the public parks and other public open space areas and/or
facilities. If the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA were to enter into such an
agreement with the City, the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA would have the
option to elect to either fund these costs and seek reimbursement from the
Maintenance District, or fund these costs and not seek reimbursements. If the
Applicant and/or the Project's HOA were to elect to fund these costs and not
seek reimbursement, the Maintenance District would only be permitted to levy
special taxes or assessments to collect funds for those costs not ultimately
funded by the Applicant or the Project's HOA. (Contact Public Improvement
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Finance, Special Districts Project Manager, 916-808-1440).
A100. Per the Greenbriar Project Public Facilities Financing Plan (Resolution 20170208), the applicant has two options available for the Greenbriar Project (GP) to
consider for funding interim shuttle services: (1) annex into the existing North
Natomas Transportation Management Association Community Facilities District
(NNTMA CFD); or (2) form a GP specific CFD that will provide a level of service
that is different than the existing NNTMA CFD. (Contact Public Improvement
Finance, Special Districts Project Manager, 916-808-1440).
A101. Prior to recordation of the Final Map, Natomas Central Mutual Water Company
shall be notified of map processing. Also, all assessments due on the property
shall be paid (or entered into an agreement), and if the land use is other than
agricultural, severance from the company is required. Pursuant to Company bylaws, severance from the Company requires execution of a stock cancellation
agreement with Natomas Central Mutual Water Company, and severance fees
must be paid;
A102. Prior to issuance of any building permits within the subject area all storm
drainage, water, and flood control improvements shall be in place and fully
functioning unless otherwise approved by the DOU.
A103. The proposed development is located within Sacramento Area Sewer District
(SASD). Satisfy all SASD requirements. A copy of the approved sewer master
plan shall be provided to the City Department of Utilities.
A104. Properly abandon under permit from the County Environmental Health Division,
any well or septic system located on the property.
A105. The Natomas Mutual water well cannot be used to serve the Greenbriar
development.
A106. The proposed project is located in the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA),
designated as A99 zone Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood
Insurance Rate Maps (FIRMs). FEMA does not require elevating or flood
proofing in A99 zone. City Code Chapter 15.104 Floodplain Management
Regulations require that any new construction of and/or substantial improvement
to any structure located in A99 zone requires a Hold Harmless Agreement
regarding risk of flooding on property.
A107. The proposed development is located within the Reclamation District 1000 (RD
1000). The applicant shall comply with all RD 1000 requirements and pay all
required fees.
C.

The Tentative Subdivision Map to subdivide ±268 gross acres into 1,073 parcels
with Tentative Map Design Deviations to local roadway standards is approved
based on the following conditions of approval:
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NOTE: These conditions shall supersede any contradictory information shown
on the Tentative Map or any contradictory provisions in the PUD guidelines
approved for this project (P11-093, Z18-096 and P18-050). The design of any
improvement not covered by these conditions or the PUD Guidelines shall be to
City standard.
The applicant shall satisfy each of the following conditions prior to filing the Final Map
unless a different time for compliance is specifically stated in these conditions. Any
condition requiring an improvement that has already been designed and secured
under a City Approved improvement agreement may be considered satisfied at the
discretion of the Department of Public Works.
GENERAL: All Projects
C1.

In accordance with City Code Section 16.24.090(c)(1), approval of this map by the
Planning Commission is contingent upon approval by the City Council of all required
Plan Amendments (if any), Zoning changes, and the Development Agreement. The
Final Map may not be recorded unless and until such time as the City Council approves
such required Plan Amendments (if any), Zoning changes, and the Development
Agreement;

C2.

The applicant shall create and participate in the Greenbriar Financing Plan adopted for
this project and shall execute any and all agreements which may be required in order to
implement this condition.

C3.

Execute a Development Agreement to the satisfaction of the City of Sacramento.
Comply with and meet all requirements of said Agreement;

C4.

Comply with the Greenbriar Development Guidelines and the PUD guidelines approved
for this project (P11-093 and P18-050) to the satisfaction of the Planning Director and
the Department of Public Works.

C5.

Comply with requirements included in the Mitigation Monitoring Plan developed by, and
kept on file in, the Planning Division Office (P05-069, P11-093 and P18-050);

C6.

The design of any improvement not covered by these conditions or the PUD Guidelines
shall be to City standard;

C7.

Pay off existing assessments, or file the necessary segregation requests and fees to
segregate existing assessments, in accordance with the Development Agreement;

C8.

Show all existing and proposed/required easements on the Final Map;

C9.

Private reciprocal ingress, egress, maneuvering and parking easements are required for
future development of the area covered by this Tentative Map. The applicant shall enter
into and record an Agreement For Conveyance of Easements with the City stating that a
private reciprocal ingress/egress, and maneuvering, easement shall be conveyed to and
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reserved from Parcels, where appropriate at no cost, at the time of sale or other
conveyance of either parcel.;
C10. Title to any property required to be dedicated to the City in fee shall be conveyed free
and clear of all rights, restrictions, easements, impediments, encumbrances, liens,
taxes, assessments or other security interests of any kind (hereafter collectively referred
to as "Encumbrances"), except as provided herein. The applicant shall take all actions
necessary to remove any and all Encumbrances prior to approval of the Final Map and
acceptance of the dedication by City, except that the applicant shall not be required to
remove Encumbrances of record, including but not limited to easements or rights-of-way
for public roads or public utilities, which, in the sole and exclusive judgment of the City,
cannot be removed and/or would not interfere with the City's future use of the property.
The applicant shall provide title insurance with the City as the named beneficiary
assuring the conveyance of such title to City;
C11. Pursuant to City Code Section 16.40.190, indicate easements on the Final Map to allow
for the placement of centralized mail delivery units. The specific locations for such
easements shall be subject to review and approval of the Department of Public Works
after consultation with the U.S. Postal Service;
C12. Multiple Final Maps may be recorded. Prior to recordation of any Final Map all
infrastructure/improvements necessary for the respective Final Map must be in place (or
designed and secured/bonded for) to the satisfaction of the Departments of Utilities, and
Department of Public Works.
C13. Prior to submittal of improvement plans for any phase of this project, the developer’s
design consultant(s) shall participate in a pre-design conference with City staff. The
purpose of this conference is to allow City staff and the design consultants to exchange
information on project design requirements and to coordinate the improvement plan
review process. Contact the Department of Public Works, Plan Check Engineer at 8087754 to schedule the conference. It is strongly recommended that the conference be
held as early in the design process as possible;
Department of Public Works: Streets (Anis Ghobril, 808-5367)
C14. Submit a Geotechnical Analysis prepared by a registered engineer to be used in street
design. The analysis shall identify and recommend solutions for groundwater related
problems, which may occur within both the subdivision lots and public right-of-way.
Construct appropriate facilities to alleviate those problems. As a result of the analysis
street sections shall be designed to provide for stabilized subgrades and pavement
sections under high groundwater conditions.
C15. All improvements shall be designed and constructed to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works. The City shall determine improvements required for each
phase prior to recordation of each phase. Any public improvement not specifically
noted in these conditions or on the map shall be designed and constructed to City
standards.
C16. Construct standard subdivision improvements as noted in these conditions pursuant to
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section 17.504.050 of the city code and City standards. Improvements required shall be
determined by the City, but at a minimum, streets shall include half-streets and at least
one travel lane in each direction with acceptable shoulders and drainage to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
C17. This application requires street lights on all public streets within the project area. The
number and locations of these lights will be determined when development plans are
submitted for review
C18. Improvements shall be designed and constructed to City standards in place at the time
that each subsequent final map is recorded. Improvements required for subsequent
maps will be determined by the City for each of those maps.
C19. Dedicate and construct Meister Way as a 4-lane arterial roadway per the section shown
on the approved Tentative Map. Meister Way has several cross sections transitioning
from a two-lane bridge overcrossing to a 4-lane roadway as shown on the approved
Tentative Map. City standard expanded intersections are required at all signalized
intersections. The applicant shall design the appropriate roadway transitions to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. The construction of Meister Way and
the overcrossing is triggered at 65% of project buildout based on total project trips as
stated in the traffic analysis, the Development Agreement and the approved Greenbriar
EIR.
NOTE: The applicant is advised to submit the design and improvement plans for
Meister Way and the overcrossing to the City prior to reaching 50% of project buildout
based on total project trips development to ensure approval of plans in a timely manner
as to not delay any further development of the project. For more details on the
construction timing of Meister Way and the overcrossing, refer to the Development
Agreement.
C20. Dedicate slope easements and the right-of-way necessary, for the Meister Way
overcrossing to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. The appropriate
slope easements will be determined during the plan check phase of the improvement
plans for this map. The overcrossing shall line up with the street on the west side of
Hwy-99, to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. If a retaining wall is used
in the construction of this overcrossing, then an engineering design for the retaining wall
shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
C21. Dedicate Lots J, K, L, M and N (LRT Lots) as an Irrevocable Offer of Dedication (I.O.D.)
to Regional Transit. The applicant or the HOA shall maintain these lots and any interim
landscaping until acceptance of these I.O.D.s by Regional Transit.
C22. The applicant shall construct the Lone Tree Canal Culvert at the wild life corridor per the
street section shown on the approved Tentative Map to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works.
C23. The applicant shall dedicate and construct all streets per the cross sections shown on
the approved Tentative Map to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
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C24. At the intersection of Meister Way and Street 1, the expanded intersection for Street 1
shall have a minimum of a 2-foot wide hard raised median extending past Street 26 to
prevent left in and left out movements to the satisfaction of the Department of Public
Works.
C25. At the intersection of Meister Way and Street 34, the expanded intersection for Street
34 shall have a minimum of a 2-foot wide hard raised median extending past Street 31
to prevent left in and left out movements to the satisfaction of the Department of Public
Works.
C26. Regardless of what is shown on the approved Tentative Subdivision Map, street
sections E3, E4 and G are to be dedicated and constructed as follows:
a.

Street Section E3. Local Residential Street with Bike Lanes.
Street section E3 shall have 5-foot sidewalks, 6.5-feet planters, 7-foot parking
(from face of curb), 5-foot bike lanes and 11-foot travel lanes on both sides of the
street.

b.

Street section E4. Local Residential Street @ Elementary School & N.H.
Park with Bike Lanes.
Street section E4 shall have 5-foot sidewalks, 6.5-feet planters, 8-foot parking
(from face of curb), 5-foot bike lanes and 11-foot travel lanes on both sides of the
street.

c.

Street Section G. Commercial Street 1.
Street section G shall have 5-foot sidewalks, 6.5-feet planters, 7-foot parking
(from face of curb, on south side only), 5-foot bike lanes and 11-foot travel lanes
on both sides of the street.

C27. The applicant shall construct a bike trail along the buffer area as shown on the Tentative
Subdivision Map. The bike trail shall be a minimum of 12-feet paved surface with 2-feet
of shoulders on either side. If the trail is used as a joint facility for maintenance vehicles,
then the design of such trail and materials shall be to the satisfaction of the Department
of Public Works. Access to the trail from the subdivision shall be determined with each
phased map to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. Trail access shall be
controlled to only allow pedestrians and bicyclists to enter and occasional maintenance
vehicles. Access controls shall be determined by the City and could include gates or
bollards to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works. Locations for
maintenance vehicles access shall be determined with each phased map to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
C28. Landscape Maintenance District: Provide an Irrevocable Offer to Dedicate (IOD) to
the City for those areas identified on the Tentative Subdivision Map as Open Space
(Lots S, T and U), Park/Paseo (Lot HH) Landscape Corridors (Lots DD, EE, FF and GG
), Paseos (Lots V, W, X, Y, Z, AA, BB and CC), and Lakes (Lots G, H, I). The IOD shall
include all necessary easements as required for such areas to be publicly maintained.
The intent of the IOD is to transfer ownership of these areas should the Homeowners
Association become insolvent, provided that the “lakewalk” feature contemplated within
Lots G, H, and I will be primarily maintained by the HOA regardless. Create, or annex
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the project area to the appropriate Landscape Maintenance District, or other financing
mechanism acceptable to the City, prior to recordation of the final map. Design and
construct landscaping, irrigation and masonry walls (or wood fences) in dedicated
easements or right of way, consistent with the PUD Design Guidelines and to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works (PW). Acceptance of the required
landscaping, irrigation and walls or fences by the City into the Landscape Maintenance
District shall be coordinated with the Department of Finance (Public Improvement
Financing) and PW. The Developer shall maintain the landscaping, irrigation and walls
through the HOA or another financing mechanism acceptable to the City.
C29. All proposed elbows shall be constructed to City standards and to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works.
C30. All street centerline radii shall conform to City standards and to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works.
C31. Streets adjacent to schools, detention basins, canals and other open spaces shall
include a post and cable (or similar) barrier or vertical curb, to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works. Vertical curb and sidewalks shall be provided along park
frontages;
C32. Multiple access points will be required for all phases of the Final Subdivision Map to the
satisfaction of the Department of Public Works and the Fire Department. Dead end
streets must be less than 500' in length and must include a turn-around approved by the
Department of Public Works and Fire Department.
C33. The City may, at its discretion, require the inclusion of traffic calming devices along
public streets, to be constructed as part of the public improvements. These devices may
include, but are not limited to, speed humps, 4-way intersections, etc. Speed humps
will be required on certain streets adjacent to school/park combinations, as determined
by the Department of Public Works;
C34. The design and placement of walls, fences, signs and Landscaping near intersections
and driveways shall allow stopping sight distance per Caltrans standards and comply
with City Code Section 12.28.010 (25' sight triangle). Walls shall be set back 3' behind
the sight line needed for stopping sight distance to allow sufficient room for pilasters.
Landscaping in the area required for adequate stopping sight distance shall be limited
3.5' in height. The area of exclusion shall be determined by the Department of Public
Works;
C35. Provide additional right-of-way for expanded intersections at intersections to be
signalized and other locations specified by the Department of Public Works;
C36. Developer is required to install permanent street signs to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works;
C37. All right-of-way and street improvement transitions that result from changing the right-ofway of any street shall be located, designed and constructed to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works. The center lines of such streets shall be aligned;
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C38. Construct traffic signals at the following intersections when required by the Department
of Public Works (if not already in place):
a.
Meister Way and Street 1 (East)
b.
Meister Way and Street 1 (West)
c.
Meister Way and Street 34
d.
Southbound Hwy 99 off-ramp
NOTE: Signals shall be constructed as part of the public improvements required for the
project. Signal design and construction shall be to the satisfaction of the Department of
Public Works. The applicant shall provide all on-site easements and right-of-way
needed for turn lanes, signal facilities and related appurtenances. The applicant shall
install CCTV cameras and all necessary appurtenances if deemed necessary by and to
the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
C39. The applicant shall submit a Traffic Signal Design Concept Report (TSCDR) per section
15.10 of the City’s Design and Procedures Manual to the Department of Public Works
for review and approval prior to the submittal of any improvement plans involving traffic
signal work. The TSCDR provides crucial geometric information for signal design which
may lead to additional right-of-way dedication and should be started as early as
possible to avoid delays during the plan check process.
C40. Form a Homeowner's Association. CC&R's shall be approved by the City and recorded
assuring maintenance of all private facilities, common landscaping, lakes, Lake
walkways, Buffer area and Bike paths/service road, masonry walls, fencing, etc. to the
satisfaction of the City of Sacramento.
C41. The applicant shall make provisions for bus stops, shelters, etc. to the satisfaction of the
Department of Public Works in consultation with Regional Transit.
C42. The applicant shall dedicate and construct bus turn-outs for all bus stops adjacent to the
subject site to the satisfaction of the Department of Public Works.
C43. The applicant shall provide for 8-foot wide sidewalks along the following roadway
segments:
a.

Street 34 shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks on both sides of the street from the
Meister Way intersection to the north round corners of Street 31.

b.

Street 1 (West) shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks along the west side from the
Meister Way intersection to the north round corner of street 26; and shall have 8foot wide sidewalks along the east side from the Meister Way intersection to the
north round corner of Court 25.

c.

Street 1 (East) shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks along the west side from the
Meister way intersection to street 15; and shall have 8-foot wide sidewalks on the
east side from the Meister way intersection to the northern round corner of street
16.
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Subdivision Modifications: (Anis Ghobril, 808-5367)
C44. This map allows for three subdivision modifications (deviations) and are as follows:
a.
Dead End Streets (At streets 26 and 31 on either side of the lake (Lot G).
b.
Non-Standard Street Section. Eliminating the sidewalk requirement when
adjacent to the freeway buffer area.
c.
Minimum Centerline Radius. Court 25 will have a street centerline radius equal to
140-feet as shown on the approved tentative map.
Department of Public Works: Abandonments
(Refer to SMUD, Reclamation District 1000, and Natomas Mutual Water Company conditions
for abandonments).
C45. Obtain and comply with the abandonment clearance letters and conditions for any
abandonment proposed on the Tentative Map. Only letters executed by the appropriate
recipients are acceptable. Letters shall be provided to the Department of Public Works.
PRIVATE/PUBLIC UTILITIES: (John YU, SMUD, 916-732-6321)
C46. Owner /Developer will coordinate with SMUD for the dedication of additional dedicated
SMUD easements if needed.
C47. In the event the Owner/Developer requires the relocation or removal of existing SMUD
facilities on or adjacent to the subject property, the Owner/Developer shall coordinate
with SMUD. The Owner/Developer shall be responsible for the cost of relocation or
removal.
C48. The Owner/Developer shall not place any building foundations within 5-feet of any
SMUD trench to maintain adequate trench integrity. The Owner/Developer shall verify
specific clearance requirements for other utilities (e.g., Gas, Telephone, etc.).
C49. The Owner/Developer shall comply with SMUD siting requirements (e.g., panel
size/location, clearances from SMUD equipment, transformer location, service
conductors). Information regarding SMUD siting requirements can be found at:
https://www.smud.org/en/Business- Solutions-and-Rebates/Design-and-Construction
Services.
C50. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate a 12.5-foot public utility easement for overhead
and/or underground facilities and appurtenances adjacent to all public street rights-ofways with the exception of the South side of Meister Way.
Note that a PUE is included on Section D at the LTC, Wildlife Corridor as shown on the
Tentative Map
C51. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate any private drive, ingress and egress easement,
(and 10feet adjacent thereto) as a public utility easement for (overhead and)
underground facilities and appurtenances. All access roads shall meet minimum SMUD
requirements for access roads.
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C52. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate 10 feet of Lot P along the length of the east or
west property line as a public utility easement for underground facilities and
appurtenances. This is to access the Lift Station on LOT Q.
C53. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate one 12.5 foot SMUD easements crossing Lot U for
future 12 kV underground facilities from Street 23 (across from lot 8/9) south to Hwy I-5.
This SMUD easement which will cross RD1000 easements will be prepared in
consultation with RD1000. Coordination with RD1000 will be the responsibility of
SMUD.
C54. The Owner/Developer shall disclose existing or proposed 69 kV electrical facilities to
future and/or potential owners.
C55. SMUD plans to locate 69 kV overhead pole line facilities within the Open Space
Corridor adjacent to SR 99 and I-5. The Owner / Developer shall dedicate to SMUD a
25-foot-wide easement as generally shown on the Tentative Map on or prior to the
recordation of the first Final Map for the Project. This easement may be located within
or across existing Reclamation District 1000 (RD 1000) and Natomas Central Mutual
Water Company easements subject to the satisfaction of RD 1000 and the Natomas
Central Mutual Water Company, as long as SMUD determines and approves (after
reviewing existing easement documents and revised drawings showing the location of
existing facilities) there are no resulting constraints on the use of the 25-foot-wide
easement.
C56. The Owner/Developer shall dedicate to the satisfaction of SMUD a 25-foot wide
easement from the westerly limit of the Open Space Corridor to the easterly limit of the
project to meet the existing SMUD easement acquired from Caltrans. If said easement
is within the project the Owner/Developer shall provide any necessary ESA and CESA
coverage, including but not limited to mitigation for impacts to listed species in particular
Giant Garter Snake affected by installation of SMUD’s infrastructure within the project
boundary.
C57. The Owner / Developer shall dedicate a joint use easement (or a series of overlapping
easements) to SMUD, Reclamation District 1000, Natomas Central Mutual Water
Company and the City of Sacramento for a maintenance access road and bike trail.
Costs for the construction and maintenance of the joint use access road and bike trail
shall not be the obligation of SMUD unless another arrangement is made between
Owner / Developer and SMUD. The access road / bike trail shall consist of a 12-foot
wide paved section with 3-foot aggregate base or decomposed granite shoulders each
side and shall meander within the Open Space Buffer Area. Once the improvement
plans are submitted to the City of Sacramento and joint trench design is coordinated
with SMUD, the dimensions required for the access road and bike trail can be finalized,
with SMUD’s concurrence. The access road / bike trail shall be designed to
accommodate vehicle loading (26,000 pound SMUD service vehicle in all weather) and
include turnaround facilities for the affected entities.
C58. Building Structural setbacks less than 14-feet from Road R/W shall require the approval
by SMUD.
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C59.

SMUD reserves the right to use any portion of its easements on or adjacent to the
subject property that it reasonably needs and shall not be responsible for any damages
to the developed property within said easement that unreasonably interferes with those
needs.

C60. The Owner / Developer shall disclose existing or proposed 69 kV electrical facilities to
future and/or potential owners.
C61. The Owner / Developer shall identify SMUD's 69kV line easement as a "Restricted
Building and Use Area" on the subject map.
C62. SMUD equipment shall be accessible to a 26,000-pound SMUD service vehicle via all
weather access. The drivable surface shall have a minimum width of 20-feet with the
exception of the SMUD Substation and 69kV access roads.
C63. Owner/Developer shall provide access to SMUD equipment and appurtenances within
15-feet from the drivable surface.
C64. For all areas other than the easement identified in the SMUD conditions listed above,
the Owner /Developer shall provide any necessary ESA and CESA coverage, including
but not limited to mitigation, for impacts to listed species—in particular Giant Garter
Snake—affected by installation of SMUD’s infrastructure within the project boundary.
C65. The Owner/Developer shall plan and coordinate with SMUD in regards to the Meister
Road overcrossing. The overcrossing design shall incorporate a conduit system for
SMUD electrical infrastructure. The conduit system will consist of 3-each 6” conduits.
PRIVATE/PUBLIC UTILITIES: (Regional San, Robb Armstrong, 876-6104)
C66. Developing this property will require the payment of Regional San sewer impact fees
(connection fees). Regional San sewer impact fees are to be paid prior to the
issuance of building permits. For questions pertaining to Regional San sewer impact
fees, please contact the Sewer Fee Quote Desk at (916) 876-6100.
PRIVATE/PUBLIC UTILITIES: (Sacramento Area Sewer District, Yadira Lewis, 876-6336)
C67. Prior to the SUBMITTAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: Records show an approved level
3 sewer study for the above project area. Any proposed variations will require an
addendum to the study. SASD shall require an addendum to the approved sewer study
prior to recordation of the Final Map or submittal of improvement plans for plan check to
SASD, whichever comes first.
C68. Prior to the APPROVAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: To obtain sewer service,
construction of SASD sewer infrastructure will be required. Any construction and/or
modification to the public sewer system shall be required to the satisfaction of SASD.
SASD Design Standards apply to any sewer construction and/or modification. Field
modifications to new or existing precast manhole bases are not allowed.
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C69. Prior to the APPROVAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: SASD requires each building on
each lot with a sewage source to have a separate connection to the SASD’s sewer
system. If there is more than one building in any single parcel and the parcel is not
proposed for split, then each building on that parcel shall have a separate connection to
a private onsite sewer line or a separate connection to the SASD public sewer line.
C70. Prior to the APPROVAL OF IMPROVEMENT PLANS: Sewer easements may be
required to service this parcel. All public sewer easements will be dedicated to SASD in
a form approved by the District Engineer. All public sewer easements will be at least 20
feet in width and requires continuous access for installation and maintenance. SASD
will only provide maintenance in public right-of-ways and SASD dedicated sewer
easements.
C71. Prior to the ISSUANCE OF A BUILDING PERMIT: SASD and the Sacramento Regional
County Sanitation District will require the payment of sewer impact fees in accordance
with the District’s Ordinance. Fees are to be paid prior to the issuance of building
permits. The applicant should contact Permit Services Unit at (916) 876-6100 for sewer
impact fee information.
CITY UTILITIES: (Lorenzo Hernandez, 808-4939)
C72. A financing mechanism approved in writing by the City must be formed for the purpose
of constructing all common wet facilities and detention and water quality basins within
the project area and any additional facilities required to accommodate development of
the subject area in accordance with the approved master plans for the project area. For
this purpose, "financing mechanism" includes but is not limited to a fully executed
agreement approved as to form by the City Attorney, which provides for funding and
construction of the said facilities, and which provides for posting or depositing with the
City of unconditional security for performance of the landowner's obligations, which
security is adequate in the sole and exclusive discretion of the City, and which is in a
form acceptable to the City Attorney.
C73. The applicant and/or any successor shall fully participate in any financing mechanism,
including but not limited to assessment districts, or community facilities districts formed
for the purpose of financing the facilities specified above. For this purpose, "fully
participate" requires that the applicant and/or successor shall, notwithstanding the
provisions of Articles XIIIC and/or XIIID of the California Constitution, or any other
applicable federal or state law, rule of regulation, waive and relinquish any right to
protest or vote against the formation of the mechanism and/or the levy of any
assessment or tax pursuant thereto; actively participate in a positive manner in the
proceedings for formation of the mechanism and/or the levy of any assessment or tax
pursuant thereto; and pay all taxes, assessments and/or fees levied pursuant thereto.
C74. Dedicate all necessary easements, IOD easement, right-of-way, fee title property, or
IOD in fee title property on the final map as required to implement the approved
drainage and water studies. Easements shall be dedicated for off-site water and storm
drain main extensions as necessary.
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C75. Execute an agreement with the City for the construction of common drainage facilities
serving Greenbriar per the approved drainage master plans. The agreement shall be to
the satisfaction of the Department of Utilities (DOU) and the City Attorney. Common
drainage facilities shall include, but are not limited to, storm drain pipes serving all
master parcels, detention and water quality basins, inlet and outlet structures and its
associated appurtenances.
C76. Execute and deliver to the City, in recordable form, an IOD to the City in fee title Lots G,
H and I for a water quality and flood control basin (lake). The DOU in its sole discretion
shall establish the exact location and dimensions of the Parcels. If the exact location
and dimensions of the Lake Lots differ from the tentative subdivision map, the location
and dimensions shall be revised on the final map in accordance to the DOU
determinations. An easement shall be dedicated to the HOA for maintenance and
access.
C77. The applicant shall grant and reserve easements as needed, for water and drainage,
and for surface storm drainage, at or before the time of sale or other conveyance of any
parcel or lot. A note stating the following shall be placed on the Final Map: “Private
reciprocal easements for ingress/egress, parking, utilities, drainage and water and
surface storm drainage shall be granted and reserved, as necessary at no cost, at the
time of sale or conveyance of any parcel shown in this map.”
C78. A water master plan for this entire project must be completed by the applicant and
approved by the DOU. This study shall determine if the existing water distribution
system infrastructure is adequate to supply domestic and fire flow demands resulting
from the development of this project. (Note: The Water Master Plan Dated November
2012 has been accepted by the DOU. Any new revisions shall require an update to the
existing Water Master Plan and shall be reviewed and accepted by the DOU.)
C79. Two points of service for the water system for this subdivision or any phase of this
subdivision are required. All water lines shall be placed within the asphalt section of
public right-of-ways as per the City’s Design and Procedures Manual or as otherwise
approved by DOU.
C80. Prior to vertical construction within the Master Parcels, the water transmission main
shall be constructed as specified in the Developer’s approved Water Master Plan.
Subject to approval by the DOU, the construction of these T-mains can be constructed
in phases. The design and construction of the water transmission mains shall be to the
satisfaction of the DOU and the California Department of Transportation. The cost for
the construction of water transmission mains will be reimbursed through water fee
credits. The developer shall enter into an agreement with the City of Sacramento
regarding the reimbursement of the water fee credits. The applicant shall retain
easements at no cost to the City for all public facilities crossing properties not owned by
the City or the developer.
C81.

The applicant shall construct two separate water mains on each side of the street where
a landscape median is proposed at the centerline of the street unless otherwise
approved by the DOU.
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C82. Per Sacramento City Code, water meters shall be located at the point of service that is
located at the back of curb for separated sidewalks or the back of walk for connected
sidewalks.
C83. Residential water taps shall be sized per the City’s Building Department onsite plumbing
requirements (water taps from the water main in the street to the meter may need to be
larger than 1-inch depending on the length of the house service, number of fixture units,
etc.).
C84. Per City Code Section, 13.04.070, multiple water services to a single lot or parcel may
be allowed if approved by DOU Development Review and Operations and Maintenance
staff. Any new water services (other than fire) shall be metered. Excess services shall
be abandoned to the satisfaction of the DOU.
C85. Common area landscaping shall have a separate street tap or public easement tap for a
metered irrigation service.
C86. Construct storm drain stubs and water taps for all Park lots. The construction shall be
to the satisfaction of the DOU and the Parks Department.
C87. Along all streets with separated curb and sidewalk; place minimum 2-inch diameter
sleeves (one on each side of the driveway) under the sidewalk for each single family lot
for irrigation of the landscape planter. The irrigation sleeves shall be placed prior to
construction of sidewalks. In situations where separated sidewalks are located along
the perimeter of parks or other common lots, irrigation sleeves shall be placed at
maximum 200 linear foot intervals under the sidewalks.
C88. Applicant shall complete a drainage master plan for the entire development of
Greenbriar to the satisfaction of the DOU. The drainage master plan shall include
freeway drainage and all existing offsite drainage that currently flows to this project site.
The 10-year and 100-year hydraulic grade lines (HGL’s) shall be calculated using the
City’s Storm Water Management Model (XPSWMM). The drainage study shall include
a basin/lake that is designed and constructed for flood control and water quality
treatment. The flood control volume shall be established using the 100 year – 10 day
storm and the 100 year -24 hour storm. Contact the DOU for the design criteria. R.D.
1000 shall approve in writing the out-flow rate from the basin/lake (the out-flow rate
allowed for other North Natomas developments has been 0.1 cfs/acre). Sufficient offsite and on-site spot elevations shall be provided in the drainage study to determine the
direction of storm drain runoff. The drainage study shall include an overland flow
release map for the proposed project. Street and gutter flow line elevations shall be
designed so that runoff from the development overland release to the basin/lake.
Subject to the approval of the DOU, the construction of the common drainage facilities
may be constructed in phases. If requested by DOU, the phasing plan shall be included
in the drainage master plan and shall be reviewed and accepted by the DOU.
C89. Prior to vertical construction, the applicant shall construct the detention and water
quality basins (lake) and the inlet and outlet structures and its appurtenances per the
approved Drainage Master Plan and shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU. Applicant
shall submit a separate set of improvement plans for the detention and water quality
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basins. Prior to design, the applicant shall meet with the Drainage CIP and Water
Quality Section within DOU to discuss the design standards. The detention and water
quality basins (lake) and the inlet and outlet structures and its appurtenances may be
phased to the satisfaction of DOU.
C90. The Detention and Water Quality Basins shall be designed in accordance with chapter 6
of the “Stormwater Quality Design Manual for the Sacramento and South Placer
Regions (July 2018).” Standard detention basin landscaping includes hydroseeding the
sides of the basin with no irrigation. If the landscaping for Lots G, H and I (and other
lands associated with the detention basins) is above and beyond the standard, an HOA
or other legal entity acceptable to the DOU is responsible for the maintenance of the
landscaping and irrigation of the basin and payment of the basin water bills. The design
and construction of the landscaping for the basins shall be to the satisfaction of the
DOU.
C91. The applicant shall dedicate to the City at no cost, a drainage easement for access and
maintenance of the drainage pipes and its appurtenances on Lot U. The location of the
easement shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
C92. The HOA shall be responsible for maintaining the landscaping, irrigation, lake water
pump station, aesthetics of the lake, the 22-foot Landscape/Trail Easement, 40 to 60foot Light Rail Track/ Platform Easement (until acceptance of the IOD by Regional
Transit) and water quality aspect as mentioned in the lake management plan for Lots G,
H and I. The DOU shall be responsible for maintaining the inlet and out structures and
its appurtenances. The lake water surface shall be maintained at an elevation
determined solely by the DOU. Cleanup after a storm event is the responsibility of the
HOA and property owners. The applicant shall execute a Lake Management Agreement
with the City, which delineates the maintenance responsibilities of the HOA. This
agreement shall address the operation and maintenance of flood control, water quality,
and other items directly related to the drainage system. It shall include a provision that
allows the DOU to perform maintenance and be reimbursed from the HOA (or other
entity) for such maintenance in the event the HOA fails to perform their maintenance
responsibilities adequately or the HOA become insolvent. The agreement shall be to
the satisfaction of the DOU and the City Attorney.
C93. Lots G, H and I (or phased portions thereof) shall be annexed into the City of
Sacramento Neighborhood Water Quality District, which provides for the maintenance
of the landscaping, irrigation and water quality features as mentioned in the lake
management plan. The annexation shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU and Special
District. (Note: The District will provide funding for the maintenance of the lake Parcels
in the event the HOA become insolvent.)
C94. The design and construction of the light rail tracks adjacent to the detention and water
quality basin shall be reviewed and accepted by the DOU.
C95. The applicant shall dedicate an easement for the detention and water quality outfall
structure and its appurtenances located at the south-eastern section of the proposed
project site (within Lot U of the Greenbriar Tentative Subdivision Map Phase 2). The
easement dedication shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
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C96. The applicant shall provide a drainage easement over the Landscape and Paseo Lots
(shall have a minimum width of 30-feet) as indicated by the DOU for personnel and
vehicular access and for the maintenance and repair of the drainage inlet and outlet
pipes, structures its appurtenances. A vehicular access road (min. 12 feet wide) shall be
provided to all inlet and outlet structures and shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU.
Where access roads do not front a public road, easements shall be provided to the
satisfaction of the DOU. The HOA shall be responsible for the maintenance of all
landscape and paseo lots.
C97. Per City Code 13.04.230, no permanent structures (i.e., trees, fence, concrete structure,
etc.) shall be constructed on top of water or drainage pipelines or anywhere within the
associated pipeline easements, unless approved by the director upon execution of a
hold harmless agreement approved by the City Attorney.
C98. The finished floor elevations shall be a minimum of 1-foot above the 100-year HGL or
1.5–feet above the overland flow release elevation, whichever is higher or as approved
by the DOU.
C99. Per City Code, the applicant may not develop the project in any way that obstructs,
impedes, or interferes with the natural flow of existing off-site drainage that crosses the
property. The project shall construct the required public and/or private infrastructure to
handle off-site runoff to the satisfaction of the DOU. If private infrastructure is
constructed to handle off-site runoff, the applicant shall dedicate the required private
easements and/or, at the discretion of the DOU, the applicant shall enter into and record
an Agreement for Maintenance of Drainage with the City, in a form acceptable to the
City Attorney.
C100. A grading plan showing existing and proposed elevations is required. All lots and/or
parcels shall be graded so that drainage does not cross property lines or private
drainage easements shall be dedicated. Adjacent off-site topography shall also be
shown to the extent necessary to determine impacts to existing surface drainage paths.
At a minimum, one-foot off-site contours within 100 feet of the project boundary are
required (per Plate 2, page 3-7 of the City Design and Procedures Manual). No grading
shall occur until the grading plan has been reviewed and approved by the DOU.
C101. The applicant must comply with the City of Sacramento's Grading, Erosion and
Sediment Control Ordinance. This ordinance requires the applicant to show erosion
and sediment control methods on the subdivision improvement plans. These plans
shall also show the methods to control urban runoff pollution from the project site during
construction.
C102. The project will be served by a regional water quality control facility (proposed
detention/water quality basin); therefore, only source control measures are required.
Improvement plans must include the source controls measures selected for the site.
Refer to “Stormwater Quality Design Manual for the Sacramento and South Placer
Regions (July 2018)” Chapter 4 for appropriate source control measures.
C103. Commercial areas within the Greenbriar development may be required to incorporate
certified full capture trash control devices, please refer to Appendix H in the “Stormwater
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Quality Design Manual for the Sacramento Region (July 2018)” for more details. A
maintenance agreement is required for all on-site full capture trash control systems.
Contact DOU for a list of accepted proprietary devices if considered for full capture trash
control. Construction drawings must include all on-site full capture trash control features
and devices selected for the site. Please refer to Appendix H in the “Stormwater Quality
Design Manual for the Sacramento Region (July 2018)” for more details.
C104. The applicant shall provide the rough grading of the publicly maintained parks. The
rough grading shall be to the satisfaction of the DOU and the Parks Department.
C105. Obtain approval from RD 1000 and the Natomas Central Mutual Water Company in
writing for the abandonment and/or relocation of any existing canals. Provide a copy of
the written approvals to the DOU.
Natomas Mutual Water Company: (Brett Gray, 916-419-5936)
C106. All easements may be abandoned with the exception of the Easterly approximately 25’
of our Canal easement adjacent to SR 99. This portion of the easement includes a box
culvert that runs under SR 99 to the Natomas Mutual ditch on the west side of SR 99.
The developer may also elect to keep a small portion of the Natomas Easement directly
south of Elkhorn Blvd in the event that Natomas Mutual Water is to be used to supply
make-up water to the proposed lakes.
C107. Adjacent to, and / or within the remaining Southerly easement area, sufficient land shall
be provided for the construction of an agricultural well. The size of the site required shall
be approximately 30-feet by 50-feet. Access shall be provided. The access shall be
within the propose Open Space Corridor and may be shared with SMUD, SASD and RD
1000 for maintenance of their facilities. The easement area required may also overlap
with RD 1000 and SMUD to the satisfaction of Natomas Mutual, RD 1000 and SMUD.
C108. The developer shall enter into an agreement with Natomas Mutual Water Company that
defines the responsibilities, timing and phasing for well development. This agreement,
or evidence that an agreement has been reached to the satisfaction of Natomas Mutual
Water District shall be provided to the City of Sacramento prior to recordation of the
First Final Map for the project.
Reclamation District 1000: (Paul Devereux, 916-922-1449)
C109. The easements over and in the vicinity of the existing Lone Tree Canal between
Elkhorn Blvd and Interstate 5 (I-5) will remain.
C110. Additional easement(s) that provide for re-grading the eastern slope bank, access,
and maintenance (including deposition of spoil of materials) adjacent to Lone Tree
Canal shall be granted to RD 1000 by the property owner. These new easements
together with the existing easements will create an approximate 90' wide easement
corridor directly east of the Greenbriar west property line and an approximate 100'
wide easement corridor directly northeast of the southwest property line. The
additional easement area shall extend from Elkhorn Blvd south to the existing Lone
Tree Canal box culverts under I n t e rs t a t e - 5 (I-5).
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C111. Additional Easement(s) for the existing ditch that lies directly north of I-5 shall be
granted from the I-5 box culverts east to the existing 30'-wide easement terminus, to
accommodate north slope regrading and where practical, access and maintenance. It
is anticipated that if required, the additional easement area will not exceed 20'.
C112. Based on RD 1000’s understanding of the master plan drainage design for the site, all
or a part of the existing easements adjacent to State Route 99 (SR 99) may be
abandoned as well as any easements within the project between (SR 99) and the
Lone Tree Canal, except as noted above, provided the freeway drainage can be
accommodated by the project.
C113. RD 1000 has been informed that a 25' wide easement is proposed to be granted to
S a c r a m e n t o M u n i c i p a l U t i l i t y D i s t r i c t ( SMUD) for placement of an overhead
69 Kv pole line that will be generally located along the east and south property lines
adjacent to SR 99 and 1-5. RD 1000 is supportive of sharing the existing (and
proposed) easements with SMUD subject to specific operations and maintenance
conditions all to the satisfaction of RD 1000.
C114. RD 1000 reserves the right to modify the additional easements required or those to be
abandoned based on the design level master drainage plan for the site. This Condition
will be considered satisfied upon written acceptance by the City of Sacramento and
concurrence from RD 1000 of the Drainage Study for the project.
PPDD: Parks (Dana Mahaffey, 808-2762)
C115. Park Dedication - IOD: Pursuant to Sacramento City Code Chapter 17.512 (Parkland
Dedication) the applicant shall provide on City’s form an irrevocable offer of dedication
(IOD) of the parks sites identified on the Tentative Subdivision Map as Lots C, D and E
comprising 6.4 +/- net acres. At the time of delivery of the IOD, the applicant shall:
a.

Provide to City a title report demonstrating that it holds full and clear title to Lots
C, D and E, including all interests necessary for maintenance and access.

b.

Provide a Phase 1 environmental site assessment of Lots C, D and E.

c.

If the environmental site assessment identifies any physical conditions or defects
in Lots C, D and E that would interfere with its intended use as a park, as
determined by PPDS in its sole discretion, applicant shall complete a
supplemental assessment and remedy any such physical condition or defect, to
the satisfaction of PPDS; and.

d.

Take all actions necessary to ensure that Lots C, D and E are free and clear of
any wetland mitigation, endangered or threatened animal or plant species,
sensitive habitat or other development restrictions. The applicant shall be solely
responsible, and at its sole cost, for any required mitigation costs or measures
associated with Lots C, D and E.
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C116. Basis for Park Land Dedication: Using the 3.5/1000 standard, the parkland
dedication requirement is 12.47+ acres. This calculation is based upon a maximum
housing unit count of 1,390 units where 1,038 are single-family units and 352 are multifamily units. Currently, the Tentative Master Parcel Map includes three parks (Lots C, D
and E) comprising of 6.4 net acres, which using the current (3.5/1000) standard would
be under parked by 6.07 acres. This deficit is partially offset by 2.0 acres in excess from
Greenbriar Phase 1. The remainder of the park land dedication is to be offset by
planned private recreation facilities under a Private Recreation Facilities Agreement
Credit Agreement instead of paying Quimby in-lieu fees.
C117. Private Recreational Facilities: City Code sections 17.512.90 through 100 address
granting of private recreation facility credits. The city may grant credits for privately
owned and maintained open space or local recreation facilities, or both, in planned
developments as defined in Section 11003 of the Business and Professions Code,
condominiums as defined in Section 783 of the Civil Code and other common interest
developments. Such credit, if granted in acres, or comparable in lieu fees, shall not
exceed twenty-five (25) percent of the dedication or fees, or both, otherwise required
under this chapter and no more than five percent per category of open space or
recreational facilities described in this Chapter under 17.512.90 . Should the applicant
request City consideration of private recreational facilities, a separate agreement must
be approved by the City Council prior to recordation of the first subdivision map for the
project. Refer to section 17.512.90 for a list of qualifying facilities. Open space
covenants for private park or recreational facilities shall be submitted to the city council
prior to approval of the final map or parcel map and shall be recorded
contemporaneously with the final map 17.512.100. Notwithstanding anything in the
contrary in this condition of approval, the city acknowledged and agreed to certain
private recreational facility credits in the approved Development Agreement for the
project.
C118. Improvements: The applicant shall construct the following public improvements prior
to and as a condition of City’s acceptance of the park/parkway site(s):
a.

Full street improvements for Lots C, D and E including but not limited to curbs,
gutters, accessible ramps, street paving, streetlights, and sidewalks; and
improved surface drainage through the site.

b.

A concrete sidewalk and vertical curb along all street frontages that open onto
Lots C, D and E. The sidewalk shall be contiguous to the curb (attached) for
neighborhood parks and separated from the curb (detached) for community and
regional parks unless otherwise approved by PPDS.

c.

A six-foot tubular steel fence shall be provided as approved by the City PPDS on
property lines separating public park on lot C from the elementary school on lot
F; and separating public park on lot D from the parking lot and lift stations on lots
P and Q; for the purpose of separating the designated open space areas from
adjacent non-residential uses. City PPDS may agree to modify the wall/fence
requirements based on PPDS review of the proposed timing of development of
the adjacent parcels.
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d.

A twelve inch (12") storm drain stub and six inch (6") sanitary sewer stub to the
back of the sidewalk at Lots C, D and E at a location approved by PPDS for
future service. Number of stubs and locations to be approved by PPDS. Storm
Drain and Sewer stubs are to be marked with a 3' high, white 4" x 4" post
indicating stub or service location.

e.

One water stub for irrigation, one water stub for domestic water, and electrical
and telephone service to Lots C, D and E, size, quantity and location as
determined by PPDS. Water stubs and telephone and electrical services shall be
marked with a 3' high, white 4" x 4" post indicating stub or service location.

f.

A ten-foot (10') wide driveway into Lots C, D and E at a location approved by
PPDS. The driveway is to provide future maintenance access to the park.

g.

The Applicant shall rough grade Lot(s) C, D and E as required by City Code to
provide positive drainage as approved by PPDS.

C119. Site Plan: The applicant shall submit a site plan and electronic file showing the location
of all utilities on the park/parkway sites to the PPDS for review and approval.
C120. Design Coordination for PUE’s and Facilities: If a 12.5-foot public utility easement
(PUE) for underground facilities and appurtenances currently exists or is required to be
dedicated adjacent to a public street right-of- way contiguous Lot(s) Lots C, D and E or
an existing park site, the applicant shall coordinate with PPDS and SMUD regarding the
location of appurtenances within the PUE to minimize visual obstruction in relation to
the park(s) and to best accommodate future park improvements. The applicant shall
facilitate a meeting(s) with SMUD and PPDS prior to SMUD’s facilities coordinating
meeting for the project.
C121. Turn Key Park Development: If the Applicant desires to construct a turnkey park(s),
the Applicant shall notify PPDS in writing no later than approval of the final subdivision
map for the project and shall enter into a City standard turn key park construction
agreement to construct the park improvements to the satisfaction of the City’s PPDS.
The park construction agreement shall address:
a.

The preparation and approval of the park design and improvement plans.

b.

Time for completion of the park (or of each phase of the park if the park is not to
be completed in one phase) as a function of build-out of the subdivision or
issuance of occupancy permits.

c.

Any credits to be awarded to the applicant against the City’s Park Development
Impact Fee (PIF) that would be payable as a condition of issuance of building
permits for the dwelling units to be constructed in the subdivision.

d.

Maintenance of all improvements to be accepted into the park maintenance
financing district for a minimum of one year and until a minimum of 50% of the
residential units in this Phase 2 Subdivision to be served by the park have
received occupancy permits, unless the City agrees to accept park maintenance
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into the District at an earlier date. The one year maintenance period shall begin
following the issuance by the City of a notice of completion for the improvements.
C122. Maintenance District: The Applicant shall initiate and complete the formation of a
parks maintenance district (assessment or Mello-Roos special tax district), or annex the
project into an existing parks maintenance district. The applicant shall pay all city fees
for formation of or annexation to a parks maintenance district. (Contact Planning
Department, Public Improvements Financing Division, Special Districts Project
Manager.) In assessment districts, the cost of neighborhood park maintenance is
equitably spread on the basis of special benefit. In special tax districts, the cost of
neighborhood park maintenance is spread based upon the hearing report, which
specifies the tax rate and method of apportionment.
C123. As per City Code, acreage within an existing or proposed drainage area, easement,
public right-of-way, or areas with 10% and greater slopes shall not receive parkland
dedication credit. Quimby parkland credit can be granted only to “buildable acres”.
C124. The Applicant or the HOA shall be responsible for maintenance (weed abatement) of all
Lots conveyed as an IOD until the time that the City records acceptance of the IOD.
C125. The Applicant shall consider ‘eyes on the parks / open spaces’ when planning
subsequent subdivisions adjacent to parks, open space parkways or off-street trails by
orienting building fronts onto these public spaces.
C126. If the Applicant opts to develop parks under a turn key agreement, the Applicant will be
required to follow the City standard procedures for approval of park site Master Plans as
well as naming of park facilities; Please note that PPDS has landscape architects on
staff that can design and develop parks within a competitive timeframe and within
budget.
C127. The Developer shall obtain from PPDS a Permit to Enter prior to use of any park site as
a construction staging area.
C128. The Applicant shall disclose the location of the planned parks and off-street trails to all
future / potential owners of parcels within the subdivision.
FIRE Department: (King Tunson, 808-1358)
C129. All turning radii for fire access shall be designed as 35’ inside and 55’ outside. CFC
503.2.4
C130. Dead ends exceeding 150 feet in length require an approved Fire Department
turnaround (45’ radius cul-de-sac or city standard hammerhead). CFC 503.2.5
C131. Fire Apparatus access roads shall be designed and maintained to support the imposed
loads of fire apparatus and shall be surfaced so as to provide all-weather driving
capabilities. CFC 503.2.3
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C132. Provide the required fire hydrants in accordance with CFC 507 and Appendix C, Section
C102
Note: Appendix C, Table C102.1 has been amended by the City of Sacramento so that
the required number of hydrants is based on the required GPM of Table B105.1 before
any allowed fire sprinkler reduction with modified spacing distances between hydrants.
ADVISORY NOTES:
The following advisory notes are informational in nature and are not a requirement of
Tentative Map:

this

C133. Prior to the issuance of any building permits, provide the City with a copy of the
certificate of payment of school fees for the applicable school district(s);
C134. It is contemplated that the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA may seek to enter into a
Public Improvement Maintenance and Reimbursement Agreement with the City,
whereby the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA would administer the maintenance of
the public parks and other public open space areas and/or facilities. If the Applicant
and/or the Project's HOA were to enter into such an agreement with the City, the
Applicant and/or the Project's HOA would have the option to elect to either fund these
costs and seek reimbursement from the Maintenance District, or fund these costs and
not seek reimbursements. If the Applicant and/or the Project's HOA were to elect to
fund these costs and not seek reimbursement, the Maintenance District would only be
permitted to levy special taxes or assessments to collect funds for those costs not
ultimately funded by the Applicant or the Project's HOA. (Finance Department)
C135. Per the Greenbriar Project Public Facilities Financing Plan (Resolution 2017-0208), the
applicant has two options available for the Greenbriar Project (GP) to consider for
funding interim shuttle services: (1) annex into the existing North Natomas
Transportation Management Association Community Facilities District (NNTMA CFD);
or (2) form a GP specific CFD that will provide a level of service that is different than the
existing NNTMA CFD. (Contact Public Improvement Finance, Special Districts Project
Manager, 916-808-1440). (Finance Department)
C136. Unless otherwise approved by the Fire Marshal, the furthest projection of the exterior
wall of a building shall be accessible from within 150 ft of an approved Fire Department
access road (minimum 20’ wide) and 150’ of an approved water supply as measured by
an unobstructed route around the exterior of the building. (CFC 503.1.1, 507.5.1).
C137. Per the Greenbriar Project Public Facilities Financing Plan (Resolution 2017-0208), the
applicant has two options available for the Greenbriar Project (GP) to consider for
funding interim shuttle services: (1) annex into the existing North Natomas
Transportation Management Association Community Facilities District (NNTMA CFD);
or (2) form a GP specific CFD that will provide a level of service that is different than the
existing NNTMA CFD. (Contact Public Improvement Finance, Special Districts Project
Manager, 916-808-1440).
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C138. The applicant is responsible for obtaining all necessary permits, easements and
approvals from federal, state and local agencies for the construction of this project.
C139. Prior to recordation of the Final Map, Natomas Central Mutual Water Company shall be
notified of map processing. Also, all assessments due on the property shall be paid (or
entered into an agreement), and if the land use is other than agricultural, severance
from the company is required. Pursuant to Company by-laws, severance from the
Company requires execution of a stock cancellation agreement with Natomas Central
Mutual Water Company, and severance fees must be paid.
C140. The Sacramento Area Sewer District (SASD) is responsible for providing local sewer
service to the proposed project site via their local sanitary sewer collection system.
Regional San is responsible for the conveyance of wastewater from the SASD collection
system to the Sacramento Regional Wastewater Treatment Plant (SRWTP).
C141. PG&E recommends the following language be expressly stated for the offer to dedicate
Public Utility Easements (PUE):
I/We the undersigned, as Owner(s) of the land shown hereon, do hereby state that
I/we am/are the only person(s) whose consent is necessary to pass clear title to said
land and do hereby consent to the preparation and recordation of this map and offer for
dedication and do hereby dedicate for public uses the Public Utility Easements (PUEs)
shown on this map for public utility purposes including electric, gas, communication
facilities and all other public utility purposes; together with any and all
appurtenances thereto, including the right from time to time to trim and to cut down and
clear away or otherwise control any trees or brush. The PUEs hereby offered for
dedication are to be kept open and free of buildings, structures and wells of any kind.
The final map must contain a statement setting forth dedications and offers to dedicate
interests in real property for public utility purposes. If the offer of dedication has
terminated, or the local agency declines to accept it, the applicant maybe required to
provide an easement in gross satisfactory to PG&E.
C142. Prior to issuance of any building permits within the subject area all storm drainage,
water, and flood control improvements shall be in place and fully functioning unless
otherwise approved by the DOU.
C143. The proposed development is located within Sacramento Area Sewer District (SASD).
Satisfy all SASD requirements. A copy of the approved sewer master plan shall be
provided to the City Department of Utilities to assure that no conflicts with water or
drainage facilities exist within streets or easements. (DOU)
C144. Properly abandon under permit from the County Environmental Health Division, any well
or septic system located on the property. (DOU)
C145. The proposed project is located in the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), designated
as A99 zone Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate
Maps (FIRMs). FEMA does not require elevating or flood proofing in A99 zone. City
Code Chapter 15.104 Floodplain Management Regulations require that any new
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construction of and/or substantial improvement to any structure located in A99 zone
requires a Hold Harmless Agreement regarding risk of flooding on property. (DOU)
C146. The proposed development is located within the Reclamation District 1000 (RD 1000).
The applicant shall comply with all RD 1000 requirements and pay all required fees.
C147. Prior to issuance of any building permits within the subject area all storm drainage,
water, and flood control improvements shall be in place and fully functioning unless
otherwise approved by the DOU.
C148. The proposed development is located within Sacramento Area Sewer District (SASD).
Satisfy all SASD requirements. A copy of the approved sewer master plan shall be
provided to the City Department of Utilities.
C149. Properly abandon under permit from the County Environmental Health Division, any well
or septic system located on the property.
C150. The Natomas Mutual water well cannot be used to serve the Greenbriar development.
C151. The proposed project is located in the Special Flood Hazard Area (SFHA), designated
as A99 zone Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Flood Insurance Rate
Maps (FIRMs). FEMA does not require elevating or flood proofing in A99 zone. City
Code Chapter 15.104 Floodplain Management Regulations require that any new
construction of and/or substantial improvement to any structure located in A99 zone
requires a Hold Harmless Agreement regarding risk of flooding on property.
C152. The proposed development is located within the Reclamation District 1000 (RD 1000).
The applicant shall comply with all RD 1000 requirements and pay all required fees.
C153. As per City Code, the applicant will be responsible to meet his/her obligations regarding:
a.

Title 17, 17.512 Park Dedication / In Lieu (Quimby) Fees, due prior to approval of
the final map. The project currently anticipates 1,390 units where 1,038 are
single-family units and 352 are multi-family units. The Quimby land dedication
requirement for the project based on this unit count and on the standard of 3.5
acres / per 1000 residents is 12.46 +acres. The map currently identifies 6.4
acres of parkland which partially satisfies the Quimby requirements of Parkland
Dedication. The applicant plans to address any remaining shortfall through a
Private Recreation Facilities Credit Agreement for several private recreational
amenities they are constructing within the subdivision, in addition to applying
approximately 2.0 acres left over from Greenbriar Phase I parkland dedication.
Any changes in the proposed residential unit count or type will change the
amount of Quimby land dedication or in-lieu fee due and may require additional
parkland dedication or in-lieu fee obligation under Sacramento City Code
Chapter 17.512.

b.

Title 18, 18.56 Park Development Impact Fee (PIF), due at the time of issuance
of building permit. The new PIF due for this project is based on $2.64 for
residential square footage with a minimum rate of $1,986 for units under 750
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square feet and a maximum rate of $5,293 for units over 2000 square feet. Once
the applicant has decided on the residential unit sizes a more accurate estimate
can be provided on the PIF for residential square footage costs. The PIF for
commercial space is estimated at $0.43 per square foot. The assumptions for
commercial square footage was based on the General Plan maximum floor
area ratio for both Regional Commercial and Suburban Center. Any change in
these factors will change the amount of the PIF due. The fee is calculated
using factors at the time that the project is submitted for building permit.
c.

Applicant is pursuing an Agreement for Private Recreation Facilities Credits for
the following amenities: walking trail, community center, community pool, and ball
courts. The applicant is eligible for up to 25% credits towards the project’s
Quimby obligation. A 5% credit is allowed for each amenity up to 25%. The
credits would assist in reducing any shortfall in parkland dedication.

d.

Community Facilities District 2002-02, Neighborhood Park Maintenance CFD
Annexation or an alternative funding source.
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Noes:
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None
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None

Attest:
_____________________________________
Mindy Cuppy, City Clerk
The presence of an electronic signature certifies that the foregoing is a true and correct copy as approved by the
Sacramento City Council.
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SCHOOL DISTRICT
GRANT UNION SCHOOL DISTRICT

SEWER

AREA

SACRAMENTO REGIONAL SANITATION DISTRICT

268.5 ± ACRES GROSS

STORM DRAIN

NUMBER OF LOTS

CITY OF SACRAMENTO

WATER
CITY OF SACRAMENTO

SMUD

PLANNED UNIT DEVELOPMENT

GAS
PG&E

1.
2.
4.
5.
6.
7.

'

8.

'

ELECTRICITY

PROPOSED USE

SUBDIVIDER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO FILE MULTIPLE MASTER PARCEL MAPS PURSUANT TO SECTION 66463.1(a) OF THE SUBDIVISION MAP ACT.
A 12.5' P.U.E. SHALL BE LOCATED ADJACENT TO ALL PUBLIC STREETS UNLESS OTHERWISE SHOWN ON THIS EXHIBIT.
MASTER PARCEL NUMBERING IS FOR IDENTIFICATION PURPOSES ONLY AND DOES NOT INDICATE PHASING ORDER OF DEVELOPMENT.
ALL EXISTING STRUCTURES TO BE REMOVED AND ALL EXISTING WELLS TO BE ABANDONED.
THE AERIAL TOPOGRAPHY SHOWN HEREON WAS FLOWN FEBRUARY 2000 BY TRI-STATE PHOTOGRAMMETRY.
PURSUANT TO SECTION 66445(j) OF THE SUBDIVISION MAP ACT, THE LAND SHOWN HEREON IS HEREBY MERGED AND RESUBDIVIDED AND
THE PUBLIC EASEMENTS SHOWN ARE HEREBY ABANDONED/RELOCATED/OR TO REMAIN AS SHOWN.
MASTER PARCEL LINES AS SHOWN HEREON ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE AS ACCESS, PUBLIC UTILITIES AND/OR PHASING REQUIREMENTS
DICTATE.
ACCESS TO PARCEL 10 (LIFT STATION) SHALL BE PROVIDED BY A 20' EASEMENT GRANTED OVER PARCEL 3 (PARK N RIDE) TO THE
SATISFACTION OF PUBLIC WORKS.

201-0300-082

53'

21
'
8'
149

60' IRRIGATION/ DRAINAGE
EASEMENT TO RD1000 PER 88 02
01 O.R. 1129
PORTION TO REMAIN

'

878

42'

'

23'

85'

R-1 (PUD), R-1A (PUD), R-2B(PUD), R-3 (PUD), R-3A (PUD),
R-4A(PUD), SC (PUD), C-1 (PUD) & A-OS (PUD)

NOTES

STATE OF CA

23

3
T2
EE
STR

'
69

19

23
EE
T
S TR

'
20

16
68
'

43
3'

27
'

28
1'

15
'

'

46'

33
0'

78
5'

24
'
10
23
9'

55
'

STRE
E

13
0'

'

236

6'
13

56
'

'
87

'
53

24
RE
ET

15
0
ST '
53
'
85

'
EE
T2
4

ST
R

4'
42

35
'

161'
10
6'

6'
16
30'

122'

72'

287'

22
'

3'
18
7
18 '
7
19 '
3'

13
7'

0'
21

ST

76
0'

37'

0'
12

6'

6'

'5
4'
22

27
48
7'

3'
RE
E

T3

7

30 208
8'
'

3'

R-1 (PUD), R-1A (PUD), R-2B (PUD), R-3(PUD), SC (PUD),
C-1 (PUD) & A-OS (PUD)

EXISTING USE

P&R
7.9± AC.(G)

2

BOUNDARY SECTIONS

76'

LAND USE SUMMARY

69 KV LINES

20' RECLAMATION DISTRICT
NO. 1000 DRAINAGE
EASEMENT PER 76 O.R. 388
TO BE ABANDONED

PROPOSED 25'

SMUD EASEMENT

RESERVATION
FOR 69 KV

PROPOSED
OPEN-VIEW
FENCE

3'DG
75'±
URBAN FOREST

SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

PARCEL 12

CL

2:1

20'
SMUD ESMT.

2:1

12.5'
P.U.E.

5'

6'
6'
SWK. BIKE
LANE

12'
TRAVEL
LANE

1
X.

40' FUTURE LIGHT RAIL

6'
6' 5'
BIKE SWK.
LANE

12'
TRAVEL
LANE

MA

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
OR
N.H. PARK

VARIES

VARIES

P.U.E.

R/W

17'

TRAVEL
LANE

SWK. PLTR.

6.5'

15'

TRAVEL
LANE

55'

5'

A

VARIED WIDTH STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

6' MIN. MASONRY WALL
@ RESIDENTIAL (TYP.)

4' TUBULAR STEEL FENCING. TYP.
(BY REGIONAL TRANSIT)

(MULTI-FAMILY)
(NORTH SIDE)

E2

12.5'

3'DG

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET @ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL & N.H. PARK (IOD)

PARCEL 13

27'
MEDIAN
4'-36' VARIES
VARIES
72.5'-104.5'

R/W

8.5'
11'
6'
6'
TRAVEL BIKE PLTR. SWK.
LANE LANE

RESIDENTIAL
SIDE-ON

PARKING

5'

5'

11'

11'

BIKE TRAVEL
LANE LANE

70'

5'

8'

PL/RW

2

E3

69 KV LINES

3'DG

RESIDENTIAL
FRONT-ON

8'

TRAVEL BIKE
LANE LANE

6.5'

11'
TRAVEL
LANE

12'
TRAVEL
LANE

106'

12'
TRAVEL
LANE

11'
TRAVEL
LANE

6'
8.5'
BIKE PLTR.
LANE

6'
SWK.

40'
RT CORRIDOR

E4

12.5'

MARK
RODGERS

2.5'

P.U.E.

PLTR. SWK.

20'

GARAGE SETBACK

No. 41540
Exp.12-31-19

R/W

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET '16' W/ BIKE LANES @ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (IOD)
& N.H. PARK

CI V I L

ST A
T E OF CAL I F ORN

71' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

MEISTER WAY (IOD)
6' MIN. MASONRY WALL
@ RESIDENTIAL (TYP.)

(SOUTH SIDE)

EXISTING 20' SASD ESMT

42'

11'
TRAVEL
LANE

12'
TRAVEL
LANE

CL
12'
MEDIAN

12'
TRAVEL
LANE

106'

11'
TRAVEL
LANE

6'
BIKE
LANE

11'
SWK.

R/W

3.5'

40'
RT CORRIDOR

F

R/W

±12' (VARIES)
20'
±60'
PROPOSED 18' SHAREDURBAN FOREST
EXISTING RD 1000 ESMT.
CLASS 1 BIKE TRAIL
& ACCESS ROAD FOR
±35' (VARIES)
25'
CITY OF SACRAMENTO,
PROPOSED SMUD
SASD, RD 1000 & SMUD
OVERHEAD ESMT.
(LOCATION VARIES)
±93' (VARIES)
OPEN SPACE/ FREEWAY BUFFER
R/W
PL

1' MASONRY-5' TUBE
STEEL FENCING

PAD ELEV.

0.5'
0.7'
3'-4' WALL
1.8'

MIN. 18.0

S/W

5'

6.0'

SWK. PLTR.

15'

TRAVEL
LANE

TRAVEL
LANE

53'

R/W

6.5'

5'

12.5'

PLTR. SWK.

2.0'

SLOPE 3:1

2.5'

8.0'

P.U.E.

OPTIONAL BENCH AT
SPECIFIC LOCATIONS

R/W

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET (IOD)

H

53' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

62'

5'

7'

6.5'

5'

NORTH

12.5'

American

R/W

(IOD)
COMMERCIAL STREET - STREET
1

4

LAKEWALK
22' LAKEWALK SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

7.0'
PL

15'

6'6"

6'

LDSCP LOT/ SWK. PLTR. BIKE
P.U.E.
LANE

11'

TRAVEL
LANE

2'

TURN
LANE
76'2"

4'

14'

TRAVEL BIKE
LANE LANE

TURN
LANE

5'8"

15'

LAKE

SWK. LDSCP LOT/
P.U.E.

I

8'

3:1

15'

5'

6.5'

SWK. PLTR.
7'

15'

15'

TRAVEL
LANE

TRAVEL
LANE

53'

6.5'

3:1

5'

8'

PLTR. SWK.
7'

LANDSCAPE/TRAIL EASEMENT

R/W

EXPANDED INTERSECTION @ MEISTER ROAD ENTRY (IOD)
76'2" STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

R/W

J

3:1

15'

22'

22'

MODIFIED MAJOR COLLECTOR - STREETS 1& 34

PL

PL

ADJACENT TO MASTER PARCEL 26 (SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)
NOT TO SCALE

PROPOSED
FENCE &
SNAKE WALL

EXISTING
LONE TREE
CANAL

20'
EXISTING RD 1000
ESMT.

TUBE STEEL
FENCE

TUBE STEEL
FENCE

11'

I-5
30'-50'
EXISTING RD 1000
ESMT.

OPTIONAL BENCH AT
SPECIFIC LOCATIONS

7'

11'

70'
PROPOSED RD 1000 &
CITY OF SACRAMENTO ESMT.
45'
25'
PROPOSED SMUD
OVERHEAD ESMT.
100'

EXISTING
OPEN-VIEW
FENCE

62' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

R/W

15.0'

22.0'
LANDSCAPE/TRAIL EASEMENT

5'

EXISTING
RD 1000 DITCH
TO REMAIN

VARIES
OPEN SPACE/ FREEWAY BUFFER
PARCEL 30

PL

3:1

LAKE
WATER
SURFACE ELEV.
ELEV. +11.0

52'± (VARIES)
URBAN FOREST

PARCEL 26

P.U.E.

PLTR. SWK.

OPTIONAL BENCH AT
SPECIFIC LOCATIONS

4'

ELEV. 13.0
(SECTION SLOPE
'H' OMITTED
FROM MAP.
SEE TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP)
3:1
2.4'

P.U.E.

15'

11'

TRAVEL BIKE
LANE LANE

CL
0.5'

20'
PROPOSED RD 1000
MAINTENANCE ROAD
(LOCATION VARIES)

SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

1.0'

RESIDENTIAL
FRONT-ON
OR
SIDE-ON

El Camino
Avenue

OPTIONAL PLANTER AT
SPECIFIC LOCATIONS

6.0'

RESIDENTIAL
FRONT-ON
OR
SIDE-ON

80
y
Hw San Juan Rd

EXISTING
FENCE

0.7'

6.5'

11'

R/W

42' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

NOTE: 60' RT CORRIDOR AT TRANSIT STATION

5'

5'

6.5'

SWK. PLTR. BIKE TRAVEL
LANE LANE

3' RAILING WITH
PLANTER OPTION

106' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

12.5'

5'

12.5'

P.U.E.

(IOD)BUFFERG
MODIFIED LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET 10,13, & 23 ADJ. TO FREEWAY

MEISTER WAY - @ WILD LIFE CORRIDOR (IOD)

2.5'

SR 99

W.

69 KV LINES
PROPOSED
SNAKE WALL

r

15.5'

TRAVEL
LANE

=

CL
3'

NTS

Market
Boulevard

ve

15'

TRAVEL
LANE

6.5'

DENOTES FUTURE
TRAFFIC SIGNAL
LOCATION

NOT TO SCALE

Ri

5'

SWK. PLTR.

PARKING

er

P.U.E.

R/W

7'
6'
PRKG. BIKE
LANE

NO
PARKING

PL

ADJACENT TO MASTER PARCEL 19 (SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)

Riv

12.5'

2.5'

MEDIAN AND/OR
TURN LANE

KEY

EXISTING
OPEN-VIEW
FENCE

8"

OPEN
SPACE

11'
SWK.

Del Paso Road

S.T.
Arena

I-5
30'
EXISTING RD 1000
ESMT.

VARIES
OPEN SPACE/ FREEWAY BUFFER
PARCEL 32

PL/RW

3

I-5

(NORTH SIDE)

RESIDENTIAL
FRONT-ON
OR
SIDE-ON

SOUTH
SIDE

NORTH
SIDE

Boulevard

PROJECT
SITE

Sacramento

NOTE: 60' RT CORRIDOR AT TRANSIT STATION

EAST
SIDE

WEST
SIDE

Elkhorn

I-5

69 KV LINES

CL

E1

SACRAMENTO
METRO
AIRPORT

R/W

106' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

EXISTING
OPEN-VIEW
FENCE

le
vil rd
rys va
Maoule
B

7'
8.5'
6'
PLTR. PRKG. BIKE
LANE

CL
12'
MEDIAN

5'

Rio Linda
Boulevard

SWK. PLTR. PARKINGBIKE TRAVEL
LANE LANE

P.U.E.

5'

Northgate
Boulevard

11'

11'

Hwy 99/70

5'

8'

Power Line Road

6.5'

IA

5'

25'
PROPOSED SMUD
OVERHEAD ESMT. &
RD 1000 ESMT.

18'
PROPOSED SHARED CLASS
1 BIKE TRAIL & ACCESS
ROAD FOR CITY OF
SACRAMENTO, RD 1000
& SMUD (LOCATION VARIES)

LOCATION MAP

PARKING

El Centro Road

ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL
OR
N.H. PARK

6' MIN. MASONRY WALL
@ RESIDENTIAL (TYP.)

12.5'

R/W

3.5'

139'± (VARIES)
URBAN FOREST

PARCEL 19

(SOUTH SIDE)
4' TUBULAR STEEL FENCING. TYP.
(BY REGIONAL TRANSIT)

3' DG

EXISTING
RD 1000 DITCH
TO REMAIN

12' PVMNT.

71'

D

2.5'

P.U.E.

R/W

R/W

6'
SWK.

NOT TO SCALE

70' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

MEDIAN AND/OR
TURN LANE

12.5'
P.U.E.

ADJACENT TO MASTER PARCEL 13 (SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)

SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

(NORTH SIDE)

I-5 ONRAMP
60'
EXISTING RD 1000 ESMT
25'
35'
PROPOSED SMUD
18'
PROPOSED SHARED CLASSOVERHEAD ESMT.
1 BIKE TRAIL & ACCESS
ROAD FOR CITY OF
SACRAMENTO, RD 1000
& SMUD (LOCATION VARIES)
78±'
OPEN SPACE/ FREEWAY BUFFER
PL
PARCEL 32

LOCAL RESIDENTIAL STREET '16' W/ BIKE LANES (IOD)

STREET TREES
(TYP.)

RESIDENTIAL
BACK-ON
(NO DRIVEWAY)

12.5'
P.U.E.

12.5'

PLTR. SWK.

STREET SECTION WIDTH VARIES
NOT TO SCALE
6' MIN. MASONRY WALL
@ RESIDENTIAL (TYP.)

C

5'

6.5'

TRAVEL BIKE
LANE LANE

R/W

MEISTER WAY (IOD)

B

7'

6.5'

SWK. PLTR.

P.U.E.

40'
RT CORRIDOR

R/W

18'±
URBAN FOREST

55' STREET SECTION
NOT TO SCALE

12.5'

11'
TRAVEL
LANE

3' DG

12' PVMNT.
SINGLE-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

(SECTION 'E3' OMITTED FROM MAP. SEE TENTATIVE SUBDIVISION MAP)
6'
BIKE
LANE

EXISTING
OPEN-VIEW
FENCE

2.5'

(SOUTH SIDE)

14'
RIGHT-TURN
LANE

NOT TO SCALE

R/W

LOT B
MULTI-FAMILY
RESIDENTIAL

12.5'
6'
P.U.E. SWK.

PL

ADJACENT TO MASTER PARCEL 12 (SINGLE FAMILY RESIDENTIAL)

P.U.E.

PLTR. SWK.

R/W

MEISTER WAY FLYOVER WEST OF HWY 99 - BRIDGE OVERCROSSING (IOD)

SR 99

69 KV LINES

6.5'

5'

12.5'

R/W

25'
PROPOSED SMUD
18'
PROPOSED SHARED CLASSOVERHEAD ESMT.
1 BIKE TRAIL & ACCESS
ROAD FOR CITY OF
SACRAMENTO, RD 1000
& SMUD (LOCATION VARIES)

RESIDENTIAL
FRONT-ON
OR
SIDE-ON

PARKING

RT CORRIDOR
(AERIAL STRUCTURE/
RETAINING WALL)

3' DG

100'±
OPEN SPACE/ FREEWAY BUFFER
PARCEL 32

PL

X.
MA

EXISTING
OPEN-VIEW
FENCE

12' PVMNT.

FUTURE LRT FENCE
LOT A
MF
(PHASE 1)

EXISTING ZONING DESIGNATION

32 MASTER PARCELS

'

15

SNLD, SNMD, SNHD, UNLD, UNMD, PR, RC, SC, W

WOOD RODGERS INC.
3301 'C' STREET, BLDG. 100B
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
CONTACT: MARK RODGERS P.E./
STAN METTE
PHONE: (916) 341-7760

ACCESS RELINQUISHED PER
72-09-14, O.R. 524 AND 680927
O.R. 495 TO BE ABANDONED

78

10
0'

39'

255'

228'

225'

22
'
'
287

'

PROPOSED GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION

INTEGRAL COMMUNITIES
500 LA GONDA WAY, SUITE 102
DANVILLE, CA 94526
CONTACT: DREW KUSNICK
PHONE: (925) 895-1648

SNMD, SNHD, UNLD, PR, RC, SC, W

ENGINEER/PLANNER

9

'
150

STATE OF CA

APPLICANT

3.

20

ACCESS RELINQUISHED PER
DOC. NO. 670411-373 AND
DOC. NO. 940616-403
TO REMAIN

225-0030-050

'
68

53'

END PROPOSED
25' RD1000
DRAINAGE ESMT.

EXISTING GENERAL PLAN DESIGNATION

888 SAN CLEMENTE DRIVE, SUITE 100
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
CONTACT: JOHN STANEK
PHONE: (949) 720-3612

30' EASEMENT FOR
CONSTRUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE OF PUBLIC
FACILITIES TO RECLAMATION
DISTRICT NO. 1000
PER BK. 831027 O.R. 0879
TO BE ABANDONED

SNMD
11.6± AC.(G)

90'

SMUD EASEMENT

'

2'
28

'

SNMD
8.6± AC.(G)

RESERVATION
FOR 69 KV &
PROPOSED 35'
RD1000 DRAINAGE
ESMT

SNMD
10.1± AC.(G)

38

19

14

2

225-0030-023

E1

T1

52'

JTS ENGINEERING
CONSULTANTS INC.
PROFIT SHARING PLA

'

53'

44'

38
' 43'

8'

E
RE
ST

630'

5'

13

'

55'

22'

E
12' STR
22
' '
19' 110

53'

50'

299

10

S

ET 17

'

ASSESSOR'S PARCEL NO.
201-0300-049, -079, -080,-081,-083, -085, -087 & -156

OWNER
PROPOSED ZONING DESIGNATION
GREENBRIAR PROJECT OWNER LP, A DELAWARE LIMITED PARTNERSHIP

ACCESS RELINQUISHED PER
DOC. NO. 940616-402
TO REMAIN

500

105

ET
TRE

PROPOSED 25'
NATOMAS CENTRAL
MUTUAL WATER COMPANY
40' EASEMENT DITCH/CANAL
589 DEEDS 184 & 70' CANAL
RESERVATION PER 16 B.M. 3
TO BE ABANDONED

5

'
452

263'

I.O.D.
TYP.

16

79'

PROJECT NOTES

NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT FOR
IRRIGATION FACILITIES TO
NATOMAS CENTRAL MUTUAL
WATER COMPANY PER
76-07-16, O.R. 567 TO BE ABANDONED
NON-EXCLUSIVE EASEMENT FOR
IRRIGATION FACILITIES TO
RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO.
1000 PER 76-09-24 O.R. 1067
TO REMAIN

'

I.O.D.
TYP.

E1

54

APRIL 3, 2019

ACCESS RELINQUISHED
PER 76-07-16 O.R. 567
AND 76-09-24, O.R. 1067
TO REMAIN

VACANT

'

445'

30' RECLAMATION DIST. NO
1000 IRRIGATION/DRAINAGE
5301 O.R. 467
TO REMAIN

E2

831

3

198'

T1

'

'

52'

107'

312'

'

'

F

22'
55'

CITY OF SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

78

E1

NATOMAS CENTRAL MUTUAL
WATER COMPANY 70'
EASEMENT DITCH/CANAL PER
589 DEEDS 184 & 70' CANAL
RESERVATION PER 16 B.M. 3
TO BE ABANDONED

70'

19

10

12

SNMD
16.8±AC.(G)

156

'
109

SNMD
9.3± AC.(G) 396'

442

'

EE

6

18

8'

ET

STR

1'
15

124

F

3

62
5

RE

SNMD
10.7±
AC.(G)

E2

2.4± AC.(G)

E4

STREET 17

25
6'

286

PR

SNMD
13.0± AC.(G)

15

7'
33 04'
3

'
48' 47

257'

45
8'

5

16

'
199

I.O.D.
TYP.

'

ET

52'

21'

'

17

PROPOSED
DRAINAGE
EASEMENT

ST

NATOMAS CENTRAL MUTUAL
WATER COMPANY 15'
EASEMENT DITCH/CANAL
1250 O.R. 373
TO BE ABANDONED

1

58
5

INTERSTATE HIGHWAY - ROUTE 5

ASHOK
225-0030-048

P&R
11.6± AC.(G)

12
0'

RE
ET
2

PROPOSED DRAINAGE
EASEMENT

32

21

20' RECLAMATION DISTRICT
NO. 1000 DRAINAGE
EASEMENT PER 76 O.R. 388
TO BE ABANDONED

761'

'
42ST

20
5'

ACCESS RELINQUISHED PER
5301 O.R. 601
TO REMAIN

SNMD
5.3± AC.(G)

356'

351'

24

2'

E2

16

'

ET 10

'

E1

337

250'

STRE

3

ET

E
STR

26

50'

227'

RE

24'

15
1'

20'

14'

'
83

53
'

20'

8'
51

219'

A

11
SNMD
12.4± AC.(G)

53
'

0'

50' RECLAMATION DIST. NO
1000 IRRIGATION/DRAINAGE
5301 O.R. 467
TO REMAIN

31
EET
STR

93
'

22'

46

4

PROPOSED 100' CITY OF

SACTO. & RD1000
DRAINAGE EASEMENT

14'

99'

E1

0'

91'

15

'

14
6'

0'

ST

SNMD
2349.5± AC.(G)
'

W

ET

E1

SNMD
6.4± AC.(G)

27

54

153'

15

RE

3'
18

16'

14
6'

47

21
1'

ST

'
280

7

234'

86'

29'

4'

21
'

241'

53'

SNMD
8.9± AC.(G)

29
3'

STREET 1

STREET 3

E1

31

38
7'

E1

STREET 24

ST
RE
ET

339'

UNLD
4.0± AC.(G)

181'

16'

24

'

4'

27' 27'
53'

UNMD
6.9± AC.(G)

62

37

385'

'

E1

9'

23

15
3'

11.8± AC.(G)

89

G

62'

RE

'

20'
ACCESS
ESMT.

GREENBRIAR
PHASE 2

280'

10
LS
0.4± AC.(G)
4

35'

22'

89

I

45

459'
'
21

2 2'

'

83' 224'
83'
141'

22'

0'
24

4'
51
2'

ST

39

2'

I.O.D.
TYP.

53

PLATFORM

2
W
2.6
3
±AC.
SC
(G) 1
4.7±
P&R AC.(G)
1.8± AC.(G)

E1

30

46

22

22'

22'

'

RAIL
121'

21'

'
149

7'
36
ET
RE
ST

1'

E1
ET

15

12
1'

15
5'

J

LIGHT

B

300'
248'

500'

359'

'
53

21
'

E1

6'
45

'
18

10
0'

68

201-1020-056

32

50
'

29
5'
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ILLUSTRATIVE LAND USE PLAN

GREENBRIAR
PHASE 2
CITY OF SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
APRIL 3, 2019

LAND USE SUMMARY - PHASE 2

MEISTER WAY
LOT FF

LOT DD
LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

LOT EE
LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

VILLAGE NO. 11
(44) 41'x90'(TYP.) LOTS
6.2 ± AC (G)
4.6 ± AC (N)

LOT J
LRT

1.2 ± AC.(G)
1.1 ± AC.(N)

LIFT
STATION

1.7 ± AC.(G)
1.6 ± AC.(N)
LOT I
LAKE
1.8 ± AC.(G)
1.8 ± AC.(N)

1.7 ± AC.(G)
1.6 ± AC.(N)
LOT V
PASEO

LOT Q

LOT L
LRT

LOT K
LRT

LOT W
PASEO

PLATFORM

RAIL

LIGHT

0.4 ± AC.(G)
0.4 ± AC.(N)

VILLAGE NO. 12

COMMUNITY COMMERCIAL

PARK 'N RIDE

D
POSE
PRO

LOT D

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK

1.8 ± AC.(G)
1.8 ± AC.(N)

1.8 ± AC.(G)
1.8 ± AC.(N)

PE/

S CA
LAND

(60) 50'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
10.8 ± AC (G)
7.3 ± AC (N)

208 DU
5.7 ± AC.(G)
5.2 ± AC.(N)

IL

T

EN
SEM

EA

VILLAGE NO. 18

LOT A

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

VILLAGE NO. 1
(104) 41'x68' (TYP.) LOTS
12.4 ± AC (G)
7.4 ± AC (N)

TRA

VILLAGE NO. 13
(50) 50'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
8.2 ± AC (G)
6.1 ± AC (N)

1.1 ± AC.(G)
1.1 ± AC.(N)

0.6 ± AC.(G)
0.5 ± AC.(N)

1.5 ± AC.(G)
1.5 ± AC.(N)

LOT P

LOT N
LRT

LOT M
LRT

LOT O

APPROXIMATE OVERFLIG
HT ZONE LINE

LOT GG
LANDSCAPE CORRIDOR

STATE HIGHWAY 99/70

(SOUTH OF MEISTER WAY)

VILLAGE NO. 2

LOT S
OPEN SPACE/
HABITAT BUFFER

(89) 41'x68' (TYP.) LOTS
10.7 ± AC (G)
7.0 ± AC (N)

6.1 ± AC.(G)
6.1 ± AC.(N)

LOT B

MULTI-FAMILY RESIDENTIAL

(59) 55'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
12.2 ± AC (G)
8.7 ± AC (N)

144 DU

LOT G
LAKE
7.4 ± AC.(G)
7.4 ± AC.(N)

4.0 ± AC.(G)
4.0 ± AC.(N)

LOT C
NEIGHBORHOOD
PARK

LOT X
PASEO

2.4 ± AC.(G)
2.4 ± AC.(N)
LOT Z
PASEO

VILLAGE NO. 19

LOT AA
PASEO

LOT E

(49) 55'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
8.3 ± AC (G)
6.6 ± AC (N)

NEIGHBORHOOD PARK

VILLAGE NO. 7

EM
E

NT

2.2 ± AC.(G)
2.2 ± AC.(N)

LOT R
PROPOSED
WELL SITE

ND

SC
A

PE
/TR

AIL

EA
S

(26) 55'x85' (TYP.) LOTS
6.4 ± AC (G)
3.3 ± AC (N)

0.1 ± AC.(G)
0.1 ± AC.(N)

LA

VILLAGE NO. 16

VILLAGE NO. 6

OP
OS
ED

VILLAGE NO. 3

(54) 50'x80' (TYP.) LOTS
9.5 ± AC (G)
5.7 ± AC (N)

PR

(34) 45'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
5.0 ± AC (G)
3.7 ± AC (N)

(11) 50'x80'(TYP.) LOTS
2.0 ± AC (G)
1.4 ± AC (N)

LOT Y
PASEO

VILLAGE NO. 17
(44) 45'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
8.1 ± AC (G)
5.6 ± AC (N)

LOT H
LAKE

LOT BB
PASEO

LOT F
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
16.8 ± AC.(G)
16.8 ± AC.(N)

11.8 ± AC.(G)
11.8 ± AC.(N)

VILLAGE NO. 4

LOT T
OPEN SPACE/
HABITAT BUFFER
9.0 ± AC.(G)
9.0 ± AC.(N)

(68) 41'x90'(TYP.) LOTS
11.6 ± AC (G)
6.8 ± AC (N)
LOT CC
PASEO
LOT HH
PASEO/ PARK

LOT U
OPEN SPACE/
FREEWAY BUFFER
17.5 ± AC.(G)
17.5 ± AC.(N)

VILLAGE NO. 15
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY - ROUTE 5
VILLAGE NO. 14

(53) 55'x85' (TYP.) LOTS
9.3 ± AC (G)
6.3 ± AC (N)

(59) 55'x85' (TYP.) LOTS
10.1 ± AC (G)
7.0 ± AC (N)

NOTES:
1. LANDSCAPE CORRIDORS & PASEOS ARE ARE INCLUDED IN GROSS ACREAGE OF APPLICABLE VILLAGE.
2. NET ACREAGE EXCLUDES INTERNAL RIGHT-OF-WAYS, PASEOS, AND LANDSCAPE LOTS.

VILLAGE NO. 5
(61) 41'x90'(TYP.) LOTS
8.6 ± AC (G)
6.2 ± AC (N)

PHASE 2
PRODUCT SUMMARY

PRODUCT

%

Del Paso Road

S.T.
Arena

W.

Market
Boulevard

80
y
Hw San Juan Rd

El Camino
Avenue
American

r
ve

NORTH
N.T.S.

0

le
vil rd
rys va
Maoule
B

100.0

PROJECT
SITE

Ri

1,038

Boulevard

I-5

I-5

10.4
13.3
10.6
14.7
15.7
16.7
18.6

er

108
138
110
153
163
173
193

Elkhorn

Riv

TOTAL

SACRAMENTO
METRO
AIRPORT

Sacramento

55x100
55x85
50x100
50x80
45x100
41x90
41x68

DU's

LOCATION MAP
Rio Linda
Boulevard

(88) 50'x80' (TYP.) LOTS
13.0 ± AC (G)
8.8 ± AC (N)

VILLAGE NO. 10

Northgate
Boulevard

VILLAGE NO. 9

Hwy 99/70

VILLAGE NO. 8

El Centro Road

(54) 45'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
8.9 ± AC (G)
6.2 ± AC (N)

Power Line Road

(31) 45'x100'(TYP.) LOTS
5.3 ± AC (G)
3.7 ± AC (N)
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